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ERRATA
Please note the following corrections to the
print edition of SGS Magazine, Issue 12:
On page 21, I had the pleasure of teaching
both Nicholas and Hugh Farrow during their
time at Grammar, I mistakenly inverted their
names in my article on the 2020 HSC Visual
Arts course where Nicholas completed an
outstanding work titled Broken Bridges of
Memories. I sincerely hope that my erratum
has not broken any of the terrific memories
Nick made during his time in the Digital
Media Studio and I warmly congratulate him
on the success he achieved. (BMM)
On page 23, ‘Winter Sport Round-Up’
– The end of the first paragraph should
read, ‘Grammar’s courageous defence held
on to give the School its first undefeated
premiership in any rugby competition since
1966.’
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L-R: Dr Stephen Tong and
Mason Ginters (OS 2020)
Below: Sebastian Judge (OS 2020)
and Oscar Eichmann (OS 2020)

HSC Achievers
In the published HSC results for 2020,
Grammar boys were prominently featured.
Three boys achieved a total of four First in
Course results: Oscar Eichmann was first
in Classical Greek Continuers and Greek
Extension; Mason Ginters was first in Modern
History; and Sebastian Judge was first in
Biology. Overall, Grammar boys were listed
33 times in the Top Achievers in Course list
(top 20/10/5 in a course), and this was the
most of any school in New South Wales.
Several subjects deserve special mention:
four boys were listed in the top 20 in
Chemistry; four of the top five in French
Continuers were from Grammar; four out
of the top ten in Geography were Grammar
boys; three boys featured in the top 20
in Modern History and in the top five in
Classical Greek Continuers. There were also
one or two boys in the top group in the
following subjects: Ancient History, Biology,
Classical Greek Extension, English Standard,
English Extension 1, German Continuers,
German Extension, Latin Continuers, Latin
Extension, Mathematics Extension 1, and
Physics. In total, sixty-three boys were listed

as All-Rounders
for achieving
top band results
in ten or more
units and 164
out of 184 boys were
listed on the Distinguished Achievers list for
achieving at least one top band result, with
a total of 670 entries in the Distinguished
Achievers list. The School once again placed
as the top independent school in New South
Wales according to The Sydney Morning
Herald league table. These were outstanding
results. The School’s table of ATAR outcomes
over time can be found here.
On Tuesday 30 March 2021, Mason
Ginters (Senior Prefect, OS 2020) was
awarded the Bob Teepel Memorial Award
for being placed First in Course for Modern
History. The ceremony was held at the
newly opened Chau Chak Wing Museum,
University of Sydney and provided a fitting
setting for the History Teachers’ Association
presentation of the state’s high achievers. We
congratulate him on this accolade.

Meeting the Global
Challenge
Jagen Yoon (OS 2017) and Andrew Esteban
(OS 2017) were part of a four-person
university team that competed in the 2020
IBM Call for Code Global Challenge, which
is the world’s largest tech-for-good global
competition. It was created by the David
Clark Cause, with its founding partner IBM
and its charitable partner the UN Human
Rights Office of the High Commissioner.
Former US President Bill Clinton and Mark
Cuban were some of the notable 2020 judges.
Last year the competition topic was to
create a solution that would help alleviate
a specific issue arising from COVID-19. The
group’s solution focused on the detriment
that small businesses suffered. They found
that, whilst many governments took
immediate action to introduce fiscal relief
schemes and support services, it was still
difficult for small businesses to seek out
these services due to multiple confusing
websites, changing restrictions and repetitive
application forms. As such, they created
a one-stop-shop web app that delivers
personalised and responsive COVID-19
updates to small businesses. They hope to
work with local governments to develop this
prototype into a reality.
Safe to say, it all went beyond their
expectations, and they managed to
achieve second place out of 400,000 teams
competing for the $200,000 USD grand prize!

Front row L-R: Andrew Esteban (OS 2017) and
Jagen Yoon (OS 2017)
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World’s Greatest Shave

L-R: James Lambert, Archit Aggarwal, Tej Baveja, Shashwath Ramanathan (all Form IV)

2021 OzCLO success
In this year’s state round of the Australian
Computational and Linguistics Olympiad
(OzCLO), three senior and two junior Grammar
teams competed on Wednesday 3 March.
They had two hours to complete a series of
challenging linguistic problems and all teams
worked fastidiously until the very end.
The boys had some very pleasing results,
with our three senior teams ranking seventh,
12th and 16th out of 170 teams. While only
the top three state teams progress to the
national round, all our teams earned gold

On Tuesday 9 March, eight boys in Form
VI surrendered their locks and Mr Bowes
offered his beard to a rapacious barber
and his clippers to raise funds for the
Leukemia Foundation.
Many boys have had family members
suffer from blood cancer and indeed
this most insidious of diseases has
affected members of our own immediate
community. The boys were keen to do
what they could to contribute generously.
The money raised will help provide free
services and support to individuals and
families affected by the disease, as well as
help pay for ongoing research into better
ways to diagnose and treat it. To date,
more than $17,000 has been raised.
The boys involved were Cian Bowes,
Alexander Chin, Stuart Goldsack, Hugo
Juneja, Sam Kertesz, Ben Manley, Matthew
Rizkalla and Jack Sproats (all Form VI).
Should you wish to contribute, click here.

certificates for their performance.
In the junior division, our team of Archit
Aggarwal, Tej Baveja, James Lambert and
Shashwath Ramanathan (all Form IV)
achieved an outstanding first place from
269 teams and earned the right to represent
New South Wales at the national round.
Unfortunately, they did not progress further
but acquitted themselves very well with
a silver certificate. Our other junior team
achieved a bronze certificate and placed a
commendable 81st.

Fox McDonald
Fox McDonald (OS 2020) had his work
selected for Shape 2020 – an exhibition of
outstanding work from the 2020 HSC Design
and Technology Major Design Projects.
Fifteen projects were selected for display
at The Powerhouse Museum in Ultimo.
Fox completed his design for a medical
non-adherence device with guidance from
Applied Arts master, Miss Liza Christian. This
is a fine achievement and underlines the
excellent outcomes Fox gained in applying
his creative and technical skills to addressing
a real-world need.
Fox wanted to address the problem of
medical non-adherence using a device to
help people take medication at the correct
time each day. The device that he designed
uses a load cell to weigh the medication
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bottle and an Arduino board to determine
whether medication has been taken each
day. A traffic light system communicates to
the user whether the medication has been
administered and if the correct dosage has
been taken. This is an effective solution that
is easy for people of all ages to use.

Fox’s medical non-adherence device

Cian Bowes (Senior Prefect)

Dr Justin Koonin’s
contribution to health and
human rights
Dr Justin Koonin (OS 1998) is co-chair
of the UHC2030 Steering Committee,
of which he has been a member since
2017. UHC2030 is the international
movement for accelerating equitable and
sustainable progress towards universal
health coverage. He is co-chair of the
WHO-hosted Social Participation Technical
Network, co-chair of the SDG3 Global
Action Plan Civil Society Advisory Group,
and civil society representative to the
Access to COVID Tools Accelerator
(ACT-A) and the Health Data Collaborative
Stakeholder Representative Group.
At a national level, Justin is President
of ACON (formerly AIDS Council of New
South Wales), Australia’s largest civil
society organisation working on HIV
prevention, care and support, and the
health of sexuality and gender diverse
people more broadly. He is a former chair
of the New South Wales Gay and Lesbian
Rights Lobby, the peak advocacy body for
gay and lesbian people in that state.
Justin’s work spans a diverse range of
sectors. In addition to his efforts in health
and human rights, he has worked as a
postdoctoral researcher in mathematics at
the University of Sydney, as a data scientist
at PwC, and (currently) as a fund manager
at Allan Gray. He holds a PhD in Pure
Mathematics from the University of Sydney,
and is a Chartered Financial Analyst
charterholder, as well as a Fellow of the
Australian Institute of Company Directors.

Above: photo supplied by Patrick Togher
Artists’ Management and right: Taryn
Fiebig performing at the Staff Recital

Vale Taryn Fiebig
Vocal tutor and soprano Taryn Fiebig died
at the age of forty-nine after a long illness.
A versatile artist, Taryn performed and
recorded music from the French Baroque,
traditional Celtic folk, musical theatre and
a vast body of operatic repertoire. Taryn
first came to Sydney Grammar School as
the adjudicator for the Form V Vocal and
Instrumental Competition in 2009. She joined
the peripatetic teaching staff in 2018. Her
performance of Poulenc’s Les Chemins de
l’Amour (with Ms Pen Campbell at the piano)
remains a wonderful highlight of last year’s
Sydney Grammar School’s Staff Recital which
many of us were so privileged to witness. Her
beautiful performance can be viewed here.
Taryn studied the cello at the University of
Western Australia before training as a vocalist
and was a regular performer on stage for
both Opera Australia and Pinchgut Opera.
Whilst known primarily as a vocalist, she
continued to delight audiences throughout
her career with occasional performances
simultaneously playing the cello and singing,
including a 2015 concert for Prince Charles
at Buckingham Palace which reportedly
reduced the Prince to tears. She was awarded
two prestigious Helpmann Awards for her
work on two Australian operas (Best Female
Performer in a Supporting Role). In 2010 she

won the Helpmann for her role as Lucy in
Brett Dean’s opera based on Peter Carey’s
novel Bliss. In 2019 she won again for
Metamorphosis by Brian Howard, based on
the Franz Kafka play of the same name.
Ms Pen Campbell offered these words:
“Taryn taught a number of boys over her
time at Grammar. Her extensive experience
as an artist allowed her to work with any boy
who came her way, whether he wished to
explore operatic arias, early music, musical
theatre or even popular music. She worked
with boys of all ages from the Vocal Scholars
at Edgecliff and St Ives through to HSC level
at College Street. She adored teaching here
at Grammar, and in the weeks before her
passing wanted us to know that despite
the many performing highlights she had
experienced in her career, teaching gave her
the most satisfaction. More than anything she
hoped to have instilled in her pupils a love of
music which they will have forever. Working
with her was an extraordinary experience
which her pupils will never forget”.
Taryn was diagnosed with cancer in 2017
and had to withdraw from a number of roles
while undergoing treatment. She returned to
the stage in 2018 and continued to perform
through her treatments. She died in Sydney
on Saturday 20 March 2021.
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Melbourne Grammar School and
Sydney Grammar School teams

A sailing legacy

Tri-Grammar win

In 2020, David Kellet AM (OS 1965) was awarded
Australian Sailing Life Membership. David is
only the twelfth person in the organisation’s
70 year history to be awarded this honour.
David made an outstanding contribution
to sailing, specifically as a competitor and
administrator of the sport in Australia and
abroad. He has served as an Executive
Board Member of the International Sailing
Federation (and was the first Australian to be
elected to this office) and amongst other roles
has also served as Treasurer of World Sailing
from 2008 to 2012.
David has been the preeminent yachting
administrator for our generation. His
contribution to the sport spans decades and
has not only had huge impacts at home but
also around the world. He has also been
heavily involved with the Sydney Hobart
Yacht Race, with the first of his 45 Hobarts
coming in 1965. Along the way, he has
skippered maxis including Gretel, Vengeance,
Sovereign, Condor, Maxi Ragamuffin, Matador
and Sydney, and has taken out line honours
on several occasions.
In what David described as his sailing
career highlight, he assisted with the design
and build of Sovereign in 1987 and skippered
the maxi to be the first Australian to win the
Line Honour/Handicap double. “Sailing has
been a part of my life since I was a boy and
I was very fortunate to sail with mentors
from such a young age,” he said. “They were
all very involved in sailing and taught me
you should give back to the sport, so it was
something I adopted from a young age.”

Sydney Grammar School retained ‘The Bat’
by defeating Melbourne Grammar School
in an entertaining match, which was played
at MGS on 6 and 7 April during the Easter
School holidays.
Batting first, SGS declared at 9/317.
Akshay Prasan was the star, belting 100 not
out off 112 balls. He was well supported by
Vivek Reddy (65) on debut, Milan Swaraj
(44), Henry Pike (37), Max Glen (37) and
Tom Bell Bird (22).
In reply, MGS had no answer to a
brilliant bowling and catching display by
a determined SGS unit and was dismissed
for 123. Sam Kertesz (4/33) swung the
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ball masterfully. Ethan Kooner (2/31) was
equally impressive and Nick Stanwell (3/15)
mesmerised with excellent flight and spin.
Milan Swaraj took three catches at slip, one
a superb diving effort to see off Melbourne’s
best batsman.
This commanding, all-round performance
secured for SGS a back-to-back victory over
MGS for the first time since 2011.

Cricket selection honour
Following an excellent summer, Grammar’s
First XI Cricket Captain Max Glen (VI) has
been selected in the NSW Schools XI. Max
was the leading scorer in the GPS with
279 runs, featuring a top score of 158 not
out against St Joseph’s College. He was
the GPS Captain and was selected in the
CIS team prior to his selection in the NSW
Schools team. As a wicketkeeper with an
exceptional skillset, he took eleven catches
and made three stumpings to confirm his
status as the best in the GPS.
He joins an elite group of players, such
as Allan Border, Steve Smith, and Steve
and Mark Waugh, who started their career
by being selected in the NSW Schools XI.

Max Glen (VI) in action

SGN House victory

L-R: Lachlan Demos (VI), Mr Anthony Chen, Max Glen (VI),
Dr Robert Loeffel, Oliver King (VI) and Dr Rollo Hesketh

The Grammar Gift
The Grammar Gift is one of the highlights
of the School’s Athletics Championships.
Modelled on Victoria’s famous Stawell Gift,
this handicapped sprint race has been a
fixture at the carnival since 2006. A collection
is taken at School and on the day, with all
proceeds going towards the Prefects’ Charity.
This year the event raised over $7000 for
SANE Australia.
One of our prefects, Oliver King, writes,
‘The annual “Grammar Gift” charity race
between masters and boys took place at the
Athletics Championships at the end of last
term. Being the most highly anticipated event
of the day, it did not disappoint.
One hundred metres, a crowd of a
thousand, and eight contestants (of hugely
diverse sprinting prowess), but only one
winner.

The buzz around the crowd was palpable.
Perhaps Dr Hesketh and his long strides
would prove too much, or Dr Loeffel and his
new aerodynamic facial trim might be able to
snatch victory. Max Glen and I, the Prefects’
representatives, took it upon ourselves to
invest in some high performance attire to
make up the advantage.
Regrettably, even with Max in his full
cricket batting gear and myself in an
inflatable giraffe costume, we did not fare
well. I am told Dr Loeffel was the victor.
Thanks to Mr Chen and Ms Rutter for also
taking on the challenge.’

The SGN boys came into the Athletics
Championships as both the newest House
on the block and the reigning champions
having won under JKR House in 2019. Hopes
were high in the preceding days, but talk was
replaced by action from early in the morning
as SGN boys turned out in high numbers for
the 3000m.
This team spirit and enthusiasm
characterised the day as blue and white shirts
appeared all over Weigall gaining valuable
points. On the track there were superb
displays particularly from the U16 age group
with Will Jones (IV), Daniel York (IV) and
Kieran Webb (V) amongst others. The Form I
TJC and PRG boys proved great additions to
the team led by the impressive Myles Kapoor
(I), and the popular shuttle relays finished
with a victory for the Opens. However, it was
away from the eyes of the crowd that the
SGN boys were really flying with Ben LacySmith (III) in the U14 Shot Put and Charlie
Veeneklaas (VI) jumping both high and far to
win the Opens High Jump and Long Jump.
Hunter Folkes (V) and Sachin Absolum
(V) had arguably the best head-to-head
competition of the day in the U17 High Jump.
Not everyone can win their event, but it
was a huge team effort to gain participation
points and this was a victory earned and
shared by all of SGN.

“Weeks of War”
documentary
Dr Robert Loeffel from the History
Department was recently interviewed for
a history documentary series to be called
“Weeks of War” where each episode focuses
on a critical week during World War II
looking in depth at the decisions made and
their far-reaching consequences. The show
is being made for the Arts and Entertainment
Network in the UK and will be shown there
late in 2021. We are hopeful that this series
will be shown in Australia in early 2022.
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Drama inspiration
As part of its thirty year anniversary, national
theatre company Bell Shakespeare brought
back the pioneer and brainchild behind Bell
Shakespeare, John Bell himself performing
One man in his time: an evening with John
Bell. This event was an opportunity to see
this master on the stage, discussing his love
and life of Shakespeare and connect with
many of Shakespeare’s best soliloquies.
Seeing John in the flesh and watching
him transform into each character and piece
was inspiring for all of us. Experiencing
Shakespeare live is the only way to truly feel
the words and connect with the message.
John himself was eloquent, engaging and
reflective as he shared his life’s eighty-one
years of experience, reminding us that “All
the world’s a stage, and all the men and
women merely players.” He has inspired us
not to shy away from Shakespeare at any age
and gave us examples of rehearsing strategies
that can be used in any classroom. Most of
all, we all left buzzing, loving our craft and
the subject we teach and recognising its
value in life. Although we started our evening
sharing our, now humorous, war tales of
2020, we left reconsidering how to stride into
2021, feeling new and refreshed.
Mrs Emily Kaufling, inspired
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L-R: Mr Vic Alhadeff, David Zhang (Second Prefect),
Cian Bowes (Senior Prefect) and Dr Malpass

Vic Alhadeff speaks at Special Assembly
Mr Vic Alhadeff, Chief Executive Officer of
the NSW Jewish Board of Deputies, was the
Headmaster’s guest speaker at the beginning
of term Special Assembly on Friday 20
April. Mr Alhadeff has served as Chair of
Multicultural NSW, and he is former editor
of the Australian Jewish News and former
chief sub-editor of The Cape Times in South
Africa. He served as a spokesperson for the
Keep NSW Safe coalition, which campaigned
successfully for legislative reform to outlaw
incitement to violence on the basis of race,
religion, gender and sexual orientation.
He has also run more than twenty-five
marathons.
When Dr Malpass introduced Mr Alhadeff
to the School, he quoted Mr Alhadeff’s words
from a 2020 interview: “I am driven by
conflicting messages. I am profoundly aware

that Anne Frank wrote that despite everything,
she believed that people are good at heart; yet
two weeks later, she was betrayed to the Nazis.
I hold to Elie Wiesel’s dictum that we must
always take sides because silence aids the
perpetrator, never the victim.”
Mr Alhadeff captivated the assembly with
his presentation about two horrific events
driven by racial hatred that have shaped his
life: the Holocaust at the time of WWII, in
which his own grandparents were murdered,
and the experience of growing up under
the apartheid regime in South Africa. Mr
Alhadeff talked about the notorious Milgram
experiment on obedience to authority, and
his concluding story about a young boy
named Shay was simultaneously a deeply
moving, immensely challenging, and yet
hopeful message.

Magnus Eadie and James Wagner (Year 6) spoke
with Nevermoor author, Jessica Townsend

Sydney Writers’ Festival

Camp Somerset

Poetry award

Edgecliff Year 6 experienced their first visit to the
Sydney Writers’ Festival. The line-up featured the
fantasy writer behind Nevermoor series, Jessica
Townsend; current NSW Aboriginal Woman
of the Year, Kirli Saunders; Children’s Book
Council of Australia, Book of the Year awardwinner, Emily Rodda; and the creative duo
behind the popular Real Pigeons series, Andrew
McDonald and Ben Wood. The boys took ‘Ideas
Books’ and made notes whilst listening to the
presentations and Q and A sessions.

Year 6 at Edgecliff enjoyed a real outdoor
experience at Camp Somerset. The boys
learned to pitch and pack-up tents which were
their adopted home for four days. ‘My Camp
Rules’ was a unique experience for the boys.
They cooked mystery meals for each other
and their teachers by the open fire. Delicious!
Another special memory noted by many boys
was doughnuting down Colo River, covered
in mud with the rain lashing all around, whilst
telling stories and loving every minute!

Congratulations are due to Sasha Danko (III)
who has won second prize in the poetry
section of the 2020 The Lionel Bowen
Young Writers’ Award. The award is named
in honour of former Mayor of Randwick
and former Deputy Prime Minister, Lionel
Bowen AC.
The poem was on the competition theme
‘A City of Tomorrow’. Sasha’s poem can be
found on our website here.

Charity concert reunion
Four Old Sydneians reunited in the Seraphim
Piano Quartet in March.
At the Mosman Art Gallery, they played
Brahms, Ravel, and a worldwide debut
composition from their first violinist Alex Lau
(OS 2018). His piece, Breaking the Asymptote,
has all the quirky and cutting overtones
you’d expect from the title and it thrilled the
audience.
The concert raised $1400 in profit for Beyond
Zero Emissions and reunited the ensemble.
Look out for more concerts in the future!
Gary Audas, Patrick Price Acting Headmaster of SEWS, Croft Dev
Singh-Murphy (Year 2), Alexander Cassidy (Year 5), Scott Maunder

Music Practice-A-Thon
In Term I, Director of Music at St Ives, Martin
Smith OAM, organised a new initiative for
the boys. The Music Practice-A-Thon had the
dual aims of increasing musical instrument
practice across the School while also raising
money through sponsorship to support a
worthy cause. Over the course of one month,
100 boys participated in the Music PracticeA-Thon and completed an impressive 1380

hours of extra practice, raising a whopping
$9300 in the process.
The money raised was donated to the Sir
Eric Woodward School (SEWS) which provides
quality education to pupils with a disability,
such as moderate to severe physical and
intellectual disabilities, sensory impairment and/
or autism spectrum disorder. Congratulations
to all boys involved for their fine efforts.

L-R: Yilan Yu (OS 2018), Eric Rong (OS 2018), Alex Lau
(OS 2018) and Luke Poier (OS 2018)
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MUSICAL NOTES
Director of Music, Mr Paul Gaske, keeps us up to date with Grammar’s music news.

Term IV Concert
The Term IV Concert was, like
most of the earlier concerts
of 2020, presented in virtual
format due to NSW being under
strict COVID-19 restrictions.
Over a dozen ensembles video
recorded their performances –
most in the John Vallance Hall,
before the concert was released
via the parent portal. Seymour
Orchestra presented RimskyKorsakov’s Danse des bouffons
from the Snow Maiden Suite, Big
Band performed Chick Corea’s
Spain and School Orchestra
the rousing Pomp and Circumstance March
by Edward Elgar. Ventus played Blaze and
three percussion ensembles presented a
variety of pieces. One particularly special
performance was Cantorum’s selections from
Gabriel Faure’s Requiem. Choral ensembles
have been the hardest hit by the restrictions
– with only five singers permitted distanced
in a large room singing. The members of
Cantorum under the direction of Mr Greg
Howard recorded many tracks and then
had them electronically consolidated.
Accompanied by a string ensemble and
organ, the final result is a very poignant
record of life under the pandemic.

Jazz Combo Concert
As COVID-19 restrictions slowly relaxed,
performances outside were permitted. This
provided the perfect opportunity for a live
presentation of the Jazz Combo’s Concert
with a small, invited audience in the middle
playground. Each of the Jazz Combos
performed for their parents (all spread out
across the middle playground). Dr Malpass
joined the Form V Jazz Combo with featured
soloist Finnian Colwell – winner of the Jazz
section of the Form V Music Competition.

Strike a Chord
The Form VI Saxophone Quartet – ARIA,
and the Senior Wind Quintet entered Musica
Viva’s Strike A Chord Chamber Music
Competition, Lockdown Legends. Both
ensembles were selected for the national
finals broadcast in December. The Cousins
Quartet – winners of the first stage of the
competition (Dylan Colombis (I) and Jamie
Wallace (II) are members of this quartet with
their sisters) were announced and overall
national winners.
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Term IV Concert, Cantorum
Term I Concert, Seymour Orchestra

Term I Concert, Segovia

Scholars’ Concert, Michael Chang (oboe)
and Daniel Lin (viola)

Term I Concert
In March 2021, we were finally able to
welcome a live audience in the John Vallance
Hall for one of our Term Concerts. The ban
on singing in schools unfortunately made
it very difficult to have any vocal ensemble
perform. The Croonivores, however, did
entertain the audience with Embraceable
You. School Orchestra presented Rimsky
Korsakov’s Russian Eastern Overture, Sheldon
Strings, Scheherazade and the Tuba Ensemble
the March from Holst’s Second Suite in
F. The concert concluded with a spirited
performance of the Concerto for Clarinet
by Artie Shaw for Jazz Orchestra featuring
Music Captain and winner of the Instrumental
Section of the Form V Music Competition –
Jun McPhee.

Farewell to Clare Payne
Clare Payne has taught bassoon across the
three Grammar campuses for over thirty
years. She retired at the end of 2020 having
taught hundreds of boys over her time at the
School. Grammar has an enviable reputation
as arguably having the best bassoon
department in the country – mostly due to
Mrs Payne.

L-R: Ivan Zhang (III) and James Brew (III)

Scholars’ Concert
In an effort to provide greater social
distancing for the audience, the annual
Scholars’ Concert was presented in the John
Vallance Hall in a “reversed format”, with the
audience sitting in the Choir gallery. It was
the final Scholars’ Concert performance for
Michael Chang (oboe) and Daniel Lin (viola).

James Brew
James Brew (III) performed one of his
compositions as part of the Manly Seaweed
Forests Festival on Saturday 24 April at the
Manly Art Gallery. James was accompanied
by Ivan Zhang (III) on clarinet. The work was
commissioned as part of the Festival.

Junior Rock make a splash
Below: Mr Brian Rocks
singing “The Boys are Back in
Town” with Jack Morton (VI)
and Aidan Woo (VI) on guitars

James Morrison Concert
On Friday 30 April, Grammar was treated
once again to the splendour of James
Morrison In Concert. The programme
began with Stanley Street Big Band, young
homegrown talent who breathed life into
some jazz standards. The Sydney Grammar
School Big Band then took to the stage, with
an exciting mix of traditional swing and Latin
rhythms inspired by boogaloo and samba.
To end the first half, Dr Malpass and other
Old Sydneians, in the form of Dr V’s Swing
Thing, showed their skill and experience in
revamped favourites from across jazz history.
The second half was devoted to our
illustrious guests. As always, Mr Morrison
wowed us with his facility, versatility and
virtuosity. He was delightfully complemented
by the sultry tones of vocalist Francis Madden;
both were supported by a largely family affair,
Mr Morrison’s eponymous quartet.

Hunter Cale (VI) sings the
finale “All My Friends”

Grammarpalooza
Grammarpalooza 2021 presented a perfect
opportunity for the community to enjoy the
collective thrill of loud, expansive, joyous
rock’n’roll.
The night opened with Fourth Egg’s
frantic and skilful rendition of “Bodies” by
Car Seat Headrest which perfectly energised
the willing crowd. New additions Electric
Guitar Ensemble and first formers Catch 22
brought smiles to all as they worked through
classics, while Junior Rock showcased their
growing skills on the stage. A hit of the night
came in the form of French Rap Club (led
by Monsieur Gill), taking the serious tone of
“Une Princesse est Morte” and sending out
ballistic rhymes into the thrilled audience.
Lactose Intolerant and MJRJ mellowed
the vibe, with mature performances of
The Symposium and Crowded House
respectively, while the Music Committee
brought the energy back up with an epic
medley, covering Dua Lipa and Daft Punk
to Aha (with a spectacularly Aha high note
silencing the audience – for a moment).
The end of the night saw veterans take

James Morrison performing with Big Band

to the stage; Gwyneth wooed
the crowd with a spine-tingling
rendition of Taylor Swift’s “Exiles”
and James Brew (III) reminded everyone
of his raw natural talent with a one-man
looped adaptation of “Wayfaring Stranger”.
They bookended a brazen rap performance
from GBWA (with dance moves to match the
swagger) before Fourth Egg returned to the
stage to blast Rage Against the Machine into
the electrified audience’s ears. Meanwhile,
a special guest appearance from Mr Brian
Rocks added serious cred to Senior Rox’s
tight rendition of “The Boys are Back in
Town”. The night was closed by Senior Rock,
four young men (Kamyar Murphy, Aidan
Woo, Toby Kertesz and Hunter Cale all in
Form VI) who have formed the backbone of
Grammar rock music for the past four years.
It was a teary farewell to these old hands,
but their performance of their own original
song and uplifting anthem “All My Friends”
had the crowd chanting for more and leaving
with a sense that live music, at least for now,
was back and stronger than ever.

James Morrison in rehearsal with Dr V’s Swing Thing

James Morrison and his Quartet
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Guys and Dolls and COVID-19
Dr Douglas Wilson shares a reflection on the impact of COVID-19 on the 2020
School musical and its ultimate translation from stage to screen.

Dr Nicholas Vines conducting Caroline Smith (Ascham)
with Mr Anthony Chen on piano

“I can still remember how surreal it felt
when we first spoke with the cast about
putting the show on hold for a while.”

Even in normal times, it’s difficult when
a stage production comes to an end: the
euphoria of live performance can give way
to sadness, satisfaction can give way to a
sense of loss. The upside is that, slowly but
surely, what emerges is both a deep sense of
achievement and the inheritance of countless
happy memories.
When COVID-19 put an end to stage
productions right around the world, it was
hard not to feel moved by the stories of high
school casts that had reached the very end
of their rehearsal process only to be told that
their show had been cancelled: there would
be no euphoria of a live performance with
its thrill of applause and words of admiration
from friends and family and peers, no deep
sense of achievement. The internet provided
countless clips of cast members, decked out
in their costumes, going ahead and doing
their performances over Zoom, and while all
of this looked wonderfully defiant, there was
no avoiding the knowledge that it was simply
impossible to make up for all that had been
taken away.
At Grammar we were about half-way
through rehearsing our 2020 musical, Guys
and Dolls, when COVID intervened. We’d
been busy working with our lead performers
on Wednesdays and Fridays after school
and with the chorus on Sundays. We’d
spent hours and hours working on accents,
on singing, on dialogue, on blocking, on

Choreography warm-ups
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choreography. I can
still remember how
surreal it felt when
we first spoke with
the cast about putting
the show on hold
for a while, and the
sheer innocence
of the questions
that followed: How
long was a while?
Where would our
performance dates
be shifted to? What
about the performers
in Form VI? What if we
did the show after the
Annual Examinations?
And then the gradual, sinking realisation that
the performance dates wouldn’t be shifting
anywhere at all – that the show was finished
and that was that. Having only gotten halfway saved us from feeling robbed but at the
same time, we’d done enough to feel stung
by the awareness of what we were going to
miss – the abundant talent of our lead actors,
the enthusiasm of the supporting cast, the
exuberance of the dancing, the wit of the
show itself.
COVID put an end to large gatherings,
but COVID also taught us that there are
other ways of doing things. The streaming
of assemblies and music performances led
to a new awareness of the School’s audiovisual capabilities and by the end of 2020
it occurred to us that, at the very least,
we could film some of the songs from
the show and make them available to the
School community. No set, no costumes,
no orchestra – just pupils in uniform
accompanied by a piano. We filmed three
songs the day after Speech Day – more than
eight months after our last rehearsal - and
then two more in February. We then spent
many hours in the darkness of Mr Marc
Warry’s editing studio, painstakingly trying to
figure out where best to cut, where best to
splice, where best to fade.
The videos we produced can’t make up
for the Guys and Dolls that we had hoped to
offer, but they do at least provide a glimpse
of what we managed to achieve in our time
together – a glimpse of the talent of our cast,
a glimpse of the fun we were having. That
might not be a major achievement but it’s
very far from nothing.
Videos of the songs from Guys and Dolls
are now accessible here.

Above: ‘Luck Be a Lady’
Oscar Seifried (OS 2020)
with Amelia Tabary-Edwards
(Ascham)
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SUMMER SPORT ROUND-UP
Sportsmaster Mr Johnathan Redenbach keeps us updated with all the summer sport action.

Celebrating Konner’s wicket
Below: Grammar vs Shore

Tennis at Weigall
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The summer season of Grammar sport rolled
out cautiously late last year under ongoing
COVID restrictions, particularly with respect
to spectators. Thankfully, the season ended
with the partial return of spectators and the
easing of a number of other restrictions.
It was a successful season for Grammar
cricket, with over two hundred boys taking
part across seventeen teams. Bo Baffsky, Nick
Stanwell and Oliver Beresford (all IV) won
GPS representation in the U16s; Max Glen
(VI) and Ethan Kooner (VI) won GPS Firsts
selection and Max went on to make the CIS
and NSW teams.
After a cliffhanger against Riverview to
put our First XI in a final round play-off
for the premiership, our boys indeed went
close to winning the GPS Firsts competition.
On the final Saturday, the Firsts took on
The Shore School at Northbridge in one of
the best schoolboy cricket matches anyone
could wish to see. Grammar fought hard and
played some beautiful cricket, going down by
two wickets in the late afternoon to a strong
Shore side.
The season ended with the trip to
Melbourne to play Melbourne Grammar
School in the annual match for ‘The Bat’, a
fixture that because of COVID restrictions
had been cancelled along with the rest of the
January Tri-Grammar programme. Our boys
left the best of the 20/21 season for last in a
convincing near-200 run win, which featured
a wonderful Akshay Prasan (VI) century
and a mature, game-defining innings from
Vivek Reddy (VI), within a strong all-round
batting display. Having posted a score of
317, the boys bowled well (Sam Kertesz (VI)
4/33; Nick Stanwell (IV) 3/15) and took their
catches to limit MGS to 123.
Other highlights of the season include:
Max Glen’s (VI) 158 versus St Joseph’s with
terrific support from Tom Bell Bird’s (VI)
unbeaten 73 (a partnership of 203); Ethan
Kooner (VI) taking 6/32 against Sydney Boys
High ahead of scoring 46 off 51 balls with the
bat; and Oliver King (VI) against Riverview
opening the shoulders to get the team home
and into contention for the title.
A satisfying season, all in all, for a team
guided by Max Glen’s great leadership
and impressive tactical nous, alongside his
considerable attributes as a batsman and
wicketkeeper.
A pleasing aspect of our tennis season was
the fact that the Seconds were undefeated in
GPS competition, and missed out on winning
the competition due to poor weather. For our
youthful First team, a highlight was beating
Riverview at Riverview.

Racing at the AAGPS
Swimming Championships

Some exceptionally promising young
players are emerging in tennis, such as
Kai Sloane (I) and Liam Dimmock (I).
Aaron Khedoori (IV) strengthened the 16s
age group and Marcus Bowes (IV) went
undefeated all season. Jeffrey Chen (IV)
capped an impressive season with GPS
selection.
Captain Cian Bowes (VI) led always with
care and maturity. He did a great job of
keeping such an inexperienced group of
boys focused and motivated.
The final GPS meet
was the best overall
performance of the
swimming season, with
an especially good
performance from the
Junior contingent, whose
relay teams always
pushed hard for a
podium finish.
It was great to see
so many boys this
season demonstrate
a willingness to fill
in where needed
on events that they
wouldn’t normally
swim. And while on
the topic of adversity,
it was heartening for
the boys to witness
Freddie Toone (V) return from shoulder
reconstruction to swim at the final two meets
of the year.
Captain Liam Van-Es Dickman (VI) was
quietly solid in his role this season. He set the
tone for the team and provided solid leadership
in his efforts to motivate and support his fellow
team members. Finally, Mrs Deborah Delaney
is quietly excited about the current crop of
Form V boys, who look likely to take Grammar
in a very positive direction next season.
The Grammar basketball season proved
to be a very successful one and continued
a recent positive trend in the sport at the
School. The Grammar Firsts was competitive
throughout the season, winning GPS games
against The King’s School, The Scots College
and St Ignatius’ College. Captain Hunter
Nicholls’ (VI) poise and finesse earned him a
much-deserved GPS Firsts representation.
There were many outstanding junior
performances this season. The 15As’ Lucas
Woo (III), the outstanding player of the 15s
age group, is a multitalented and athletic
basketballer, who offers a great deal for the
future of the game at Grammar. The 14As had
a strong pre-season, winning all their games.

Trials at Andrew Boy Charlton Pool

Action in College Street Gymnasium
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SUMMER SPORT ROUND-UP
Grammar vs Riverview

Roman Stathis (II) was outstanding for this
team, averaging twenty-five points per game.
The 13As were always competitive and ably
led by Ashton Clarke (I), who was equally
influential offensively and defensively.
In rowing, the Year 8 First Quad
dominated its competition, consistently
finishing first or second throughout the
season. Special mention must be made of
Carter Clifton (II), who holds the Under 13
Australian record for a two-kilometre erg, and
Zachary Hyde (II), who combined with Carter
to win the Year 8 double scull race at the
Schoolboy Head of the River by a whopping
forty seconds.
The Year 9 Third Quad (Elliot AuYeung,
Matthew Cheng, Jonathan Gu, Wilbur
Sproats, Luke Thurgood) was awarded by Dr
Stephen Tong, the Master of the Boatshed,
the most successful Junior crew of the
Grammar boatshed
this season.
The First VIII
set the tone this
year in training
discipline and
effort and its time
of 6:00 min would
have won last
year’s Head of the
River. The crew
ended up coming
sixth, 2.5 seconds
from second place
(Shore). The boys
finished the season
by competing
well in the
National Rowing
Championships at
Lake Barrington,
Tasmania,
finishing fourth
in the B Final,
despite having
an injured crew
member.
Finally, a word on Henry Wilson (VI),
Captain of Boats, who always led through his
actions this season. He was a determined and
inspiring leader, who set high performance
standards for himself and his crewmates.
Overall, we saw a number of successes
and a number of near misses in Grammar
sport last summer, but we also saw through
the impressive resolve of so many of our
athletes that the winter season ahead should
be a fruitful one.
Highlights of the summer sport round-up
can be found here.
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Chase The Lion
Director of Studies, Mrs Clare Greenup, brings us up to date on St Ives Preparatory’s
very own Reading Challenge.
Grammar boys are readers. It runs in our
blood, we live and breathe books! We get
excited by new reads, by recommendations
and by a fabulous new series to devour. The
‘Chase The Lion’ Reading Challenge began
six years ago, to harness and build on our
book fervour in the School.
The Challenge (run each year in Term II)
is designed with three levels, the names of
which change every year. The boys challenge
themselves to read a certain number of books
to reach each level, complete a written task
about one of their books and achieve a
badge for that level. Getting to the end within
the term earns the boys a prized tiepin, that
is presented to them at our final assembly.
Each year we place Carrington (our
School mascot) in a new situation which
becomes the theme for our Chase The Lion
that year. We have had some wonderful
themes over the years and there is always
much speculation as to what the new
theme might be. Carrington began
(that first year) travelling around
Africa, in subsequent years he has
been to Australia, been shrunk and
explored a human body, travelled
back to the past in a DeLorean and
this year Carrington is exploring a
scary castle in Transylvania.
The three levels in the Challenge
always relate to the theme. This
year’s levels include a black cat called
Mavrogat (as mavrogatphobia is the
fear of black cats) and a very amiable
spider called Arachno. All artwork
for our Challenge is designed by our
Visual Arts teacher, Mr Andrew Cranna.
In addition to the Reading
Challenge we enjoy book giveaways
and mini-games within our assemblies,
we run a selfie competition and art
competition that both link to the year’s
theme, there is a huge, hotly contested
Book Trivia Competition and this year
we are introducing a creative writing
competition into the fun. Our focus
throughout the School for that term is
challenging and supporting the boys
to read as many books as they can and
celebrating with them as they achieve
their badged levels.
It’s a wonderful time to be around
St Ives Preparatory, as there’s a buzz in
the air and everyone is talking reading.
Chase The Lion makes for a fabulously
exciting Term II filled with fun, reading
and the communal joy of sharing a
good book.

“It’s a wonderful time to be
around St Ives Preparatory,
as there’s a buzz in the air
and everyone is talking
reading.”
Top: True bookworms acing the
Book Trivia Competition!
Above: Coen Atkins, Preschool
Left: 2021 Chase The Lion artwork
by Mr Andrew Cranna
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Farewell Rollo
As Dr Rollo Hesketh departs our shores to return to the UK, Dr Richard Malpass
offers his reflections on the significant impact Rollo has had.

Above: Rollo sits for his portrait being
painted by Tsering Hannaford
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It is with a mixture of warmth and
melancholy that we now farewell Dr
Rollo Hesketh as he and his family move
back to the UK to continue their lives and
careers. Rollo and I have often discussed
the importance of family, and it came as no
surprise that he and his wife Isabel felt that
they must return to their parents in the UK,
especially given the challenges of COVID-19
in the UK. Having spent considerable time in
England myself, not infrequently mindful of
family back home, I understand the decision
the Hesketh family has made. Still, we shall
miss them.
Rollo Hesketh commenced his tenure at
the School at the commencement of 2004
as a master in the History department.
Serendipitously, Rollo had written to the
School in July 2003 fresh from his Diploma
of Education studies at the University of
Melbourne, having decided against his
previous career in advertising. It seems
the School swiftly recognised his potential.
He also assumed the role of a Tutor in the

House system at the same time. Following
five years’ experience at Grammar, he was
promoted to the position of Assistant to the
Master of the Lower School to understudy the
renowned Mr Philip Barr, a role he held from
2009-2012 until he assumed the title of the
Form I Housemaster, a position he held from
2013-2016.
In July 2016 he assumed the reins of the
Master of the Lower School, following in the
footsteps of Mr (now Dr) John Sheldon and
Philip Barr. It is in this capacity that I have
known and worked with Rollo.
For some, the title and role of the ‘Master
of the Lower School’ might momentarily be a
source of mildly institutionalised confusion.
Put simply, the Master of the Lower School
is in charge of admissions at College Street,
and also looks after the boys when they
arrive in Form I. The Master of the Lower
School interviews prospective boys and is
also available to those who wish to know
more about the School. The Master of the
Lower School is a pivotal figure in the life

of Grammar. The portraits of John Sheldon
and Philip Barr currently hang in the South
Blacket wing of the School. A portrait of Rollo
Hesketh, painted by Tsering Hannaford, will
soon accompany these in the same location.
I have always been struck by how detailed
and caring a knowledge Rollo has of our
Form I boys. His interest in their journeys,
whether from one of our Preps or from
another primary school, is always compelling.
He is unfailingly devoted to his Form I boys.
He knows them well and will tell you all you
need to know about their progress. He has
also developed an encyclopaedic knowledge
of the primary schools of Greater Sydney:
he knows how to find boys who will love
Grammar and thrive here.
It would be remiss of any commentary
on Rollo’s time at Grammar to overlook the
startling work he does with the game of
football. Annually, he aligns himself with the
coaching responsibilities of an U13s team.
Without fail on a winter Saturday one can
find Rollo overseeing his U13s with a faintly
Etonian chime of “well done, chaps” lingering
in the Sydney winter sunshine.
When I commenced at the School, the
Trustees keenly supported the notion of feeassisted places at Grammar. Principally, this
involved making it possible for boys whose
families would not have been able to afford
the fees to attend our great School. Given my

wonderful experiences in this vein at Christ’s
Hospital School in the UK, I was more than
prepared for such a challenge. Nonetheless,
I could not have found a more propulsive
individual than Rollo in terms of making such
a programme possible. In order to promote
fee-assistance to the wider community, you
need to target your advertising and planning
carefully. Rollo has been an expert in this
area. His command of the print media, online
media, as well as working out which train
station billboards best support our message
has been masterful. The good work of
the School in this regard will come down
in significant part to Rollo’s expertise and
dedication.
Rollo has made
a profound impact
upon Grammar.
The School is
grateful for his
teaching, his
overall dedication
and for his
wisdom to leave
advertising to be
part of Grammar.
We wish the
Hesketh family
every prosperity
in their new life
in the UK.

“I have always been struck by how
detailed and caring a knowledge
Rollo has of our Form I boys.”

Top: Coach of the 15D XI (2008)
Above: Rollo organising teams
Left: Form I Assembly
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From the Headmaster
Dr Malpass reports on two important areas of development that are
central to enhancing the opportunities offered to Grammar boys.
In this edition of the SGS Magazine, I’d like to
take the opportunity to bring to the Grammar
community’s attention two areas of the School’s
planning for the future, and indeed two areas
for which we hope to be able to generate
genuine and widespread community interest.
These two areas, whilst seemingly
disparate, are nonetheless integral to the
ongoing strategic development of the School
by the Trustees and the Headmaster.
The first of these two areas centres on our
intention to make a major investment in our
sporting facilities with the development of
the Weigall Sports Centre. This is a project
which has been taking shape since 2017 and
is predicated on the determination that the
School will provide high quality facilities
for all boys whatever sporting ambitions
they may have. A commitment to exercise,
personal health, physical development and
competitive sport is a fundamental part of the
well-rounded boys we support at Grammar.
Indeed, it is through sport that children
develop and enact so many features of
good character, personal strength and
determination. For alongside the physical
health benefits, competitive sport offers
children the lived experiences of fairness,
team work, mutual support and leadership,
to name just a few. They learn the joys of
victory, and the greater achievement of
humility in success. Importantly too, they
learn how to lose, and how to learn from
occasional defeats, to realise their capacity
for resilience and to gear up for the next
challenge with fun and ongoing positivity.
The Weigall Sports Centre development is
also intended to address the requirements of
21st century GPS sport so that our boys will
have fine facilities to thrive in the healthy
and energising life of GPS competition for
decades to come. Over the last few decades,
the balance has shifted significantly in terms
of the sports boys play at Grammar. Sports
such as basketball and volleyball have
become increasingly in demand. Providing a
high quality aquatic facility is also essential.
This development (as part of our long-term
multi-stage redevelopment of Weigall) will
be of great benefit to all our boys: those
who enjoy our most populous sports as well
as those who find their niche in the smaller
cohort sports in which Grammar boys seem
to do exceptionally well.
Our Development Application for this
project is now before the NSW Department
of Planning, Industry and Environment and
we look forward to progressing this project
in consultation with the Department in the
coming months.
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The second of these two areas relates
to our Fee Assistance Programme. The
programme has existed for a few years now,
and the intention is to ensure that any boy
who would thrive at Grammar can attend
the School regardless of his family’s financial
circumstances. Grammar has long admitted
and will continue to admit boys to the
School on the basis of their merit, but this
programme is intended to help make any
such boy’s admission possible for families
who may struggle to pay the fees for a
place at the School. The Trustees of Sydney
Grammar School have been fully supportive
of this programme which will only enhance
the rich diversity of the School and give
life-changing opportunities to boys. Such
a programme is in addition to the already
generous Scholarship programme which the
School has run for decades.
From my time in England, I had the
pleasure of working at Christ’s Hospital
School in West Sussex. That school was
established in 1553 with the express purpose
of providing a first class education for
children whose families could not afford
tuition fees for such an education. In my
time there I witnessed just how profound
an impact a fee assistance programme can
have on the individuals whose lives are
transformed by opportunity. Further, I saw
the powerful benefits of a truly and richly
diverse community.
Whilst these two areas of strategic
development are seemingly unrelated,
they do both pertain to what I consider so
wonderful about the Grammar experience:
that is, the capacity for the School to create
pathways of opportunity for each of our
boys, whether their paths be well trodden
ones or instead idiosyncratically unique ones.

“These two areas, whilst seemingly
disparate, are nonetheless integral to the
ongoing strategic development of the School
by the Trustees and the Headmaster.”
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‘Learning How to Learn’ at Edgecliff
Ms Julia Wilson reports on how input from Professor Barbara Oakley and Author in Residence,
Mr Mark Greenwood, has enhanced the boys’ learning experiences this term.
Making learning accessible, manageable
and fun are essential components in a class
teacher’s job description. During Term I,
parents, staff and boys engaged in learning
sessions with Professor Barbara Oakley of
Oakland University. Primary boys participated
in a Q and A session centred around
‘Learning How To Learn’ - her fascinating
explanation of how the brain works and the
secrets to unlocking its power.
Barbara’s work links neuroscience
and social behaviours to the processes
underpinning our daily practices of teaching
and learning. Demonstrating persistence is one
of our Key Attitudes to Learning at Edgecliff.
Barbara talked to the boys about practice and
process and how they play a vital role in really
understanding what they are learning.
“You can imagine that your working
memory is like a friendly ‘attentional octopus’
who generally has four arms. Having only
four arms explains why your working memory
holds only a limited amount of information.
Long-term memory is scattered around in
your brain. You have to reach for it with the
arms of your ‘attentional octopus’. Your longterm memory has almost never-ending storage
space. But you need to harness it through
practice and process.”
The boys posed some exceptional
questions, in a Q and A jam-packed
with neurons, dendrites and pomodoro
explanations, which further emphasised
that learning can and should be
wonderful for all of us. Here are just some
of many wonderings…
Why do we have memories? How is that
we can remember things suddenly when it
appears we had forgotten them!?
Chris Wu (Year 6)
Many say that humans only use 10% of
their brain. If 100% of the brain were used,
would there be more than two modes?
Alex Barry (Year 6)
Do neurons really look like that and
how do the neurons gel together?
Alex Yiu (Year 6)
How important are our good memories
and our bad memories to our learning?
Ziyan Cao (Year 5)
When in focussed mode, are neural
links more likely to form?
Oliver Chao (Year 5)
How long does it take to learn something
new and hard?
Lachlan Edds (Year 4)
Can your brain stop learning and why
would that be?
Syohn Rana (Year 4)
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Top: Ed Story and Tom Delaney
collecting some of Year 6’s questions
Above: Year 1 participating in
Barbara’s Zoom Q and A
Left: Ethan Hon and Syohn Rana thinking about
‘learning how to learn’ and what works for them

Mr Mark Greenwood answering
Felix Morgan’s questions about
some of his historical artefacts

Left: Boys were
presented with
new Ideas Books
to acknowledge
their effort and
engagement in
the fortnight

Above: Attitudes to Learning poster
Left: Each boy created a 3D illustration
to accompany their creative writing

Our Author in Residence, Mr Mark
Greenwood, also made an impact during
his fortnight with us. He shared his love of
writing through storytelling, personal stories
and anecdotes with a school full of naturally
curious boys who are interested in the world
around them and always asking questions.
As CS Lewis wisely said, “Write about what
really interests you, whether it is real things or
imaginary things, and nothing else.”
A journal or scrapbook can be a great
tool to collect interesting photos, stickers,
newspaper clippings, food labels, adverts…
inspiration for writing can often come from
the strangest of places.
‘You don’t have to be an official explorer
to find cool things to write about. Mark writes
about interesting objects, photos and everyday
items. I love dogs, fish and piano – these are
all things I can write about! I also learned
that you can write things in chunks and go
back to your writing.’
Thomas Mansour (Year 4)
‘I learned that great writers scribble, draw
little pictures, draft and all of this is important
in the creative process.’
Joshua Steinthal (Year 5)
Mark’s vibrant personality coupled with
his vast knowledge of Australian history
drew in staff and boys alike. Each boy filled
their Ideas Book with creative thoughts,
questions and drawings. Whilst producing
individual stories, all boys also
created dioramas during Visual
Art time which gave a wonderful
additional element to the creative
process. As they worked on their
writing and 3D illustrations, this
was the perfect time to use the tips
and tricks that Mark shared and
to ask their teacher for feedback.
Using feedback constructively is
another Key Attitude to Learning
at Edgecliff, and an essential part
of the process for which the boys
have responsibility. Many boys took
advantage of lunchtime Q and A
sessions with Mark Greenwood to
ask for feedback on their ideas
and gain deeper insight into the
writing process.
‘Mark’s writing tips have been
inspirational and his stories were
intriguing! I learned that a mystery
object can greatly influence the
start of your story, which helps
engage the reader.’
Magnus Eadie (Year 6)
The interest sparked during
our Author in Residence resulted
in boys sending their writing to
Mark in Perth and collaboration of class
teachers to plan related activities for later
in the year. We look forward to welcoming
back Mark in Term III as part of our Book
Week celebrations.
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GRAMMAR GENERATIONS
The Sanders family share an association with Grammar spanning five generations.
Paul Sanders (OS 1965) gives us an insight into the diverse life experiences of ten
Sydneians from the Sanders clan.
My great-grandfather, Edward Ernest
Sanders (OS 1876), was the first of our
family to attend Grammar. Nine of his direct
descendants were Sydneians. When my son,
Edward Adrian Sanders (OS 1992) started at
St Ives Preparatory in 1982, he became the
first fifth generation Sydneian.
Edward Ernest Sanders attended the
School in 1876, nine years into Weigall’s
Headmastership. He joined the family
carrying business and became its owner on
the death of his father. He was described as
a ‘Master Carrier’. He was an Alderman on
Burwood Council for 20 years and was Mayor
in 1911.
My grandfather, Edward Lloyd Sanders,
attended the school in 1901-2. He left school
at 16 to work in his father’s carrying business.
He became a customs and shipping agent
and carrier on his own account. He was a
Member of the Legislative Assembly of NSW
from 1925 until his death in 1943. He was the
first Member for Willoughby, the seat now
held by the current premier. In Parliament, he
opposed Jack Lang’s Sydney Grammar School
Disendowment Bill which provided for the
repeal of Section 8 of the Sydney Grammar

School Act of 1854 whereby the School
received an annual endowment of £1500.
This was a blow as the Great Depression had
adversely affected the school’s finances.
Edward Lloyd Sanders’ younger brother,
Frank Dimmock Sanders, attended Grammar
in 1907. Frank served in France in WW1 and
was a soldier settler on the Central Coast of
NSW.
My father, Edward Hindmarsh Sanders
(Ted), attended Grammar from 1929 to 1933.
His time at the School coincided with the
Great Depression and school enrolments
reached an all-time low in 1933. The Cadet
Corps was re-formed and a school uniform
was introduced during that period. Ted was
CQMS in the Cadets and was in the First Rifle
Team, winning the GPS Premiership in 1933.
He was, with his Parliamentarian father, at
the official opening of the Sydney Harbour
Bridge and, being a good Grammar cadet,
observed that there was something not quite
right with De Groot’s uniform just before he
rode forward to slash the ribbon. Ted was
fortunate in those Depression years to get a
job with the Commonwealth Bank, no doubt
due to his father’s influence. He joined the
Edward Ernest Sanders

Edward Lloyd Sanders at Parliament House 1931

Edward Paul Sanders playing rugby 1961

“I have many fond memories of
boarding school life where I learned to
be self-reliant; I could get to Kings and
back on a winter Saturday, hat on and
jacket buttoned at all times.”
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Edward Hindmarsh Sanders (Ted)

Militia (now called the Army Reserve) and
during the war served with the rank of Major
as Officer Commanding 2/17 Light AntiAircraft Battery in New Guinea. He remained
in the Commonwealth Bank until he retired.
I am Ted’s elder son (Edward Paul
Sanders) and attended the school from 1960-5.
My parents lived in Wagga and I was at the
School House for five years. I have many fond
memories of boarding school life where I
learned to be self-reliant; I could get to Kings
and back on a winter Saturday, hat on and
jacket buttoned at all times. Memories include
House Plays, someone lighting a bin full
of bamboo and smoking out the dormitory
block on April Fool’s Day, raising the Jolly
Roger over the Housemaster’s residence and
excruciating encounters at dancing classes
with girls from Claremont College. Someone
was always falling into the fishpond. If you
were in the First XV, you were given a steak
for breakfast on Saturdays (it would be pasta
these days). The Beatles were in full swing
and we would travel to Weigall and back in
“BOB”, a 1938 Oldsmobile bought for £30 by
the three boys who had a driver’s licence. I
was a Prefect and played in the Second XV

(no steak!). I recall walking off after a rugby
match at Weigall and CO Healey calling
from the balcony “Sa(r)nders, pull up your
stockings!” I studied medicine at Sydney
University and practised as an obstetrician and
gynaecologist in Northern Sydney.
My brother, John Sanders (OS 1970),
attended St Ives Preparatory School as a
boarder and was the first boy to dive into
the new swimming pool in 1964. At College
Street he was a Prefect and Deputy School
House Captain. He always appreciated the
boarding experience which provided a
sense of self-discipline for the future. John
acknowledges the mentorship of Alf Pickard,
who fostered a keen interest in modern
history. He graduated as a dentist but
changed course, gained a MEc and worked
in the NSW Health Department administering
public dental services. He later helped
implement population health interventions
such as tobacco control (banning of smoking
in restaurants, pubs and other public places).
His sons, Christopher (OS 2006) and Alastair
(OS 2010), also attended St Ives and College
Street where they received a fulfilling
education.

Edward Lloyd Sanders and Edward Hindmarsh Sanders
Sydney Harbour Bridge the day before opening on 18 March 1932
Edward Lloyd Sanders crosses the floor
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GRAMMAR GENERATIONS
My elder son, Edward (OS 1992), attended
St Ives and College Street between 1982 and
1992. He was a prefect, Chauvel Scholar
and was OSU Scholar for 1992. He played
trombone in the Big Band with Vlad Khusid,
and fondly recalled Sergeant Greg Bulger’s
legendary half-time rugby talks. After leaving
school he coached the 15Bs. His introduction
to French by Gilles Berger in First Form
instilled such a love of the language that he
majored in French in his Arts/Law degree.
At Ralph Townsend’s instigation, he had a
rewarding gap year at Eton. After several
years of law and entrepreneurial activities,
he did an MBA in France. He started
working with Google in 2007 and now lives
in California. For Edward, Grammar’s best
masters taught him how to think rather than
just how to learn.
My younger son, Pete (OS 1999), also

attended St Ives before starting at College
Street in 1994. He was a Prefect as well as
the OSU Scholar for 1999. Pete’s passions at
Grammar were English and
cricket, where he was selected
in the GPS Firsts. He went on
to play Grade Cricket, won
two First Grade Premierships
with Sydney University and
was awarded a Blue. He took
an Arts degree at Sydney
University, majoring in English,
and subsequently studied
postgraduate medicine. He is
now a gastroenterologist.
Both Ed and Pete have
sons who are booked in at the
School. One day it is hoped
that there will be a sixth
generation Sydneian.

Pete and Edward Sanders

“For Edward, Grammar’s best
masters taught him how to think
rather than just how to learn.”

Top left: Pete Sanders, Adrian Beaumont, Russell
Burns and James Wilson enjoying iceblocks
Top: Pete Sanders at Weigall First XI
Above: Edward’s last day at Grammar 1992
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Memories of the Duke of Edinburgh
Ms Rita Fin spoke with Old Sydneian and Australia’s first Duke of Edinburgh’s
International Award Gold recipient, Michael Dillon AM (OS 1963) to recall the day
he received the award from Prince Philip.

Michael Dillon (OS 1963) with boys from
Forms IV – VI on hikes at Camp Somerset

While fifty-nine Grammar boys were
completing their Bronze, Silver or Gold
hikes, the news of the passing of the Duke of
Edinburgh was announced to the world.
His birth on a kitchen table was just the
start of Prince Philip’s unconventional youth.
His schooldays in Scotland were influenced
by his Headmaster Kurt Hahn, who believed
adventuring outdoors was just as important
as the indoor syllabus, so he gave them
equal prominence. This set the scene for
Prince Philip’s greatest contribution to the
world. The Duke of Edinburgh’s International
Award Scheme was born.
Australia’s first Duke of Edinburgh’s
International Award Gold recipient, Michael
Dillon AM (OS 1963), was fortunate to receive
the award from the Prince himself and here
he recounts how it all came about.
“In the early 1960s, to see if it would catch
on down under, it was started at Sydney
Grammar School and Shore. Exactly the right
age to give it a go, my mates and I were
lucky enough to be the first Aussies to roam
the Australian bush doing our Duke of Ed.
By early 1963 I’d qualified for my Gold
Award, just as the Royal Yacht Britannia
steamed into Sydney Harbour on a rare
Royal Visit. The exciting news broke that
Prince Philip himself would present my Gold
Award. Being the only Australian who’d so
far attained it, I’d have the award ceremony

all to myself and so I wouldn’t be lonely, my
sister and parents were invited too.
We were thrown into delicious social
panic. My mother and sister bought new
dresses and new hats and Mum whipped my
Grammar uniform off for dry cleaning.
The big day came and, groomed to within an
inch of our lives, we walked up the gangplank
of the Royal Yacht, saluted by everyone in
sight, and had this wonderful twenty minutes of
family time with Prince Philip.
The Prince showed a genuine interest in
what I’d done for my Award and how well it
fitted in with the rest of my school life.
At my Award ceremony Prince Philip asked
what my favourite part of the Award had been,
and I said, ‘The Expeditions!’ Looking back,
after fifty years, at my school life, memories
of those expeditions still burn the brightest.
I remember Prince Philip encouraging me to
keep on doing them. And I did.
I became an adventure filmmaker and
when applying for my first big filming job,
with Sir Edmund Hillary, it helped to say I
had the Duke of Edinburgh’s Gold Award.”
Thank you, Prince Philip, from over 300 boys
currently doing the award at Sydney Grammar
School and from 800,000 across Australia.
Michael Dillon will be presenting at Sydney
Grammar School on Wednesday 20 October at
6:30pm in the Alastair Mackerras Theatre.

“The Prince showed a
genuine interest in what
I’d done for my Award
and how well it fitted
in with the rest of my
school life.”
Top: Young Michael Dillon receiving his Gold award
from Prince Philip on the Royal Yacht Britannia
Above: Cian Stoermer, Aidan Tang, Joseph Hain and
Silvio Piccardi (all Form III) April 2021
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Sanskrit at Grammar
Dr Alexander Stevens expounds Grammar’s rich tradition of teaching Sanskrit
and on Dr John Sheldon’s pioneering work in developing the course.
timetable for boys in Forms III and IV. The
Board of Studies provided a mechanism
(which still exists) for the recognition of
school-developed courses as a part of the
program of study for the School Certificate
(now the RoSA). Thus the study of Classical
Sanskrit at Grammar was born.

Form III and IV Sanskrit

Above: Nala and Damayanti in exile in the
forest. Chromolithograph
Credit: Wellcome Collection. Attribution
4.0 International (CC BY 4.0)

1
2

3

4

“The protective spirit of a place”.
Sheldon, John S. Reading Sanskrit. Reprinted edition.
Darlinghurst NSW: Sydney Grammar School Press, 2001, 6.
Vikram Chandra, Geek Sublime: Writing Fiction, Coding
Software. London and New York: Faber and Faber, 2013.
Chandra, “The Code of Beauty: Anandavardhana”, in
Geek Sublime, 2013.
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Classical Sanskrit has been
one of the School’s languages
courses for over twenty years.
This is perhaps a surprising
thing to be able to say! The
numbers of boys taking
Sanskrit in Forms III and IV
has always been modest,
but the continuity of this
course – set in motion by the
remarkable former Master
of the Lower School, Mr
(now Dr) John Sheldon – is
testimony to Grammar’s commitment to the
intellectual explorations of both Grammar’s
masters and boys.

The origins of Sanskrit at Grammar
John Sheldon is the genius loci1 of
Sanskrit at Sydney Grammar School. He had
studied Sanskrit first in Sydney and then
in Cambridge, alongside Latin and Greek,
and, when the opportunity arose in 1992 to
introduce a unit on Sanskrit in the School’s
Asian Studies course, he took it; and then
extension classes outside the timetable led
to the creation of more teaching materials.
In 1996 Dr Sheldon compiled these materials
into the first edition of the textbook, Reading
Sanskrit, and the decision was made in 1997
to introduce Sanskrit as a course within the

In 1998 there were three Form IV boys
(outside the timetable) and eight Form
III boys (inside the timetable) using Mr
Sheldon’s newly published textbook, Reading
Sanskrit. Since that time there has been
a steady, small flow of boys pursuing the
subject, with a couple of interruptions along
the way. In 2021, there are two boys in Form
III and five in Form IV. Dr Sheldon’s textbook
is still forms the backbone of the course. The
focus text in Form IV, after Reading Sanskrit,
is a selection from the Ramopakhyana, a
miniature version of the Ramayana, the
great narrative of Rama’s heroism, which
is contained inside the other great Indian
epic, the Mahabharata, the encyclopaedic
narrative of the world-destroying war
between the Kauravas and the five sons of
Pandu.
Dr Sheldon taught the Sanskrit courses
himself for some years, and then handed over
to Mr Frank Amati and Mr Paul Reisner. Mr
Amati had studied Sanskrit at the University
of Queensland and brought an interest in
Indian philosophy. Mr Reisner began his
Sanskrit studies with Dr Sheldon at one of
his then regular Sanskrit summer/winter
school courses (first in Tasmania and then
at Macquarie University). Two other current
Grammar Classics masters, Mr Nathan
Bottomley and Dr Alexander Stevens, first
learned some Sanskrit in this same context.

Sanskrit Reading Group
There is no HSC course for boys in Form
V and VI. However, reading groups for these
boys have run at various times, and some
boys have then gone on to study Sanskrit at
university level (USyd and ANU). In 2021,
four Form V boys are currently reading
selections from Lanman’s famous textbook,
A Sanskrit Reader. Some of the selections
from Lanman’s Reader are also included
in Reading Sanskrit, but Lanman’s Reader
also delves into texts of Indian law (the
Manavadharmashastra) and Vedic texts.
These are more challenging, but Lanman’s
textbook can be supplemented with Hans
Hock’s An Early Upanishadic Reader
which provides a gentler path. There are
also plans to explore the Indian linguistic

tradition via the grammarian
Panini’s famously aphoristic
Ashtadhyayi.

John Sheldon’s
Reading Sanskrit
John Sheldon’s Reading
Sanskrit shows how
teaching materials should
be developed: for specific
audiences and specific
needs. Over twenty years,
Reading Sanskrit has proved
the soundness of its basic
design: it is a course where
motivated, middle-years
secondary pupils can get a
start in Classical Sanskrit via
an enjoyable selection of
approachable texts.
Reading Sanskrit does not aim to teach
all of Sanskrit: “What follows may be a
useful way to commence a study of the
language.”2 And this is its genius. The
grammatical explanations of Reading
Sanskrit are deliberately selective and there
are specific features that enable Reading
Sanskrit to move quickly into presenting
authentic texts. The focus is the Hitopadesha
and the Panchatantra, before moving into
the Mahabharata. The Hitopadesha and the
Panchatantra feature fable-like narratives
that teach a lesson and wrap it up in a
memorable verse couplet or two. The story
of Nala and Damayanti is a charming and
accessible section of the Mahabharata: the
story of the love of Nala and Damayanti, their
misfortunes, and their eventual restoration to
happiness.
The experience of producing a Sanskrit
textbook in the late 1990s using the
technology of the time was challenging. But
sufficient copies were printed (first edition
1998, reprint editions in 1999 and 2001) that
the School still has a small supply. Plans
are being drawn up to produce an updated
version that takes advantage of twenty years
of technical development. We hope this
renewed version will lay the foundation for
another twenty years of reading Sanskrit at
Sydney Grammar School under the patronage
of Dr John Sheldon.

The place of Sanskrit in the
twenty-first century
The twentieth century saw a decline in
Sanskrit studies in non-Indian contexts, but
Sanskrit remains an integral part of India’s
diverse cultures and religious traditions, and
the beauty of the language, its deep history,

Vishnu in his incarnation as Rama (blue
figure) in battle with Ravana, the demon
king of Lanka together with his brother
Lakshman and the monkey god Hanuman.
Gouache painting by an Indian painter
Credit: Wellcome Collection. Attribution 4.0
International (CC BY 4.0)

and the profundity of the thought embodied
in its texts continue to draw people in.
The writer and programmer Vikram
Chandra (best known for his novel Red Earth
and Pouring Rain) relates his experiences as
an Indian migrant to America in a collection
of essays, Geek Sublime.3 At one point, as
an aspiring English novelist and practicing
programmer, Chandra started exploring
Sanskrit literature and aesthetic theory.
Chandra relates his discovery of insights
into the aesthetics of both code and literary
language in ancient Sanskrit theorists, who
explored how poetic language creates dhvani
(“resonance”) via suggestion and thus offers
up rasa (an aesthetic and emotional “taste”)
for the attentive reader. These Sanskrit
theorists taught Chandra how:
“We may read the same texts, but the
dhvani that manifests within you will
be unique. Your beauty will be your
own. If you reread a story that you read
ten years ago, its dhvani within you
will be new. Poetry’s beauty is infinite.”4
Reading Sanskrit is not itself poetry, but
it contains much poetry that has been read
and re-read at Grammar for more than twenty
years now; in so doing, it has enabled a
generation of boys to get a taste of Sanskrit
literature: long may it remain so!

Top: Hanuman revealing Rama and Sita in
his heart. Watercolour drawing
Credit: Wellcome Collection. Attribution
4.0 International (CC BY 4.0)
Above: L-R: Dr Alexander Stevens, Xavier
Reichel, Samuel Brew, Charley Li (all V)
Absent: Harry Baral (V)
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Academic Extension
The Form V Special Academic Course has been reintroduced to provide boys with an opportunity
to immerse themselves in stimulating intellectual pursuits beyond the standard curriculum.
The Form V Special Academic Course
After a hiatus of a few years, the Form V
Special Academic Course is again back up
and running in 2021. The course is taught
by the School’s Senior Masters in Academic
Extension and deliberately extends outside
normal curriculum constraints. The course
has a distinguished history as part of the
range of Academic Extension activities
offered at Grammar: Dr Michael Bishop and
Dr John Hughes pioneered its wide-ranging
structure (from special relativity and quantum
chemistry to nineteenth and twentieth century
European literature and everything in
between) and it gives genuine scope
for wide-ranging and deep intellectual
exploration for senior boys at the School.
The course is different from most
subjects taught at the School. It runs only
for the three terms of Form V, and it is
taken in the place of one of the normal
Form V electives. Boys therefore need
to be taking both English Extension
and Mathematics Extension in Form
V to be eligible for the course, so that
they can meet NESA’s Year 11 eligibility
requirements. And of course, boys also
need to be prepared to give up one of
their Form V elective subjects.
In 2021, there are two components
run concurrently across Terms I, II and
III. Dr Erin Sheridan and Dr Alan Dearn
are teaching Science in Ruins, which
focuses on the intersection of chemistry and
physics in material science via the theory and
application of spectroscopy in archaeological
investigations. Dr Christopher Allen and Dr
Nick Vines are teaching The Western Arc:
Six Centuries in Three Terms, which traces
keys ideas, individuals and their contexts
through early modern and modern European
and North American thought in an effort
to consider questions of chronology and
teleology alongside specific examples of
people, ideas and events across six centuries.

Science in Ruins
From its origins as glorified treasure
hunting, archaeology has evolved into an
academic discipline that studies material
remains to reconstruct past human societies.
Science in Ruins explores some of the ways
that methods of scientific analysis based on
significant twentieth century advances in
scientific understanding are being applied to
the study of materials from the human past.
The course involves boys in work being
done at tertiary institutions, and they will
make meaningful contributions to that
work. In particular, Science in Ruins has
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strong connections with three institutions/
projects: The Glac Project, a joint Australian
and Serbian archaeological excavation at
the ancient site of Sirmium (the modern
Serbian town of Sremska Mitrovica); Sydney
Analytical at The University of Sydney for
various techniques of materials analysis; and
the Australian Centre for Ancient Numismatic
Studies (ACANS) at Macquarie University in
relation to the analysis of ancient coins.
The main scientific focus of the course
is the application of spectroscopy and
the intersection of chemistry and physics.
Spectroscopy is the study of the way that
matter absorbs and emits electromagnetic
radiation, and advances in this field now
allow for non-destructive analysis of
materials. The boys in the course are learning
about the theoretical basis of spectroscopy
including the fundamentals of quantum
mechanics, electromagnetic radiation
and solid materials, and then applying
this knowledge to the analysis of ancient
materials. This work is then combined with
archaeological and historical analysis as each
boy in the course pursues an individual
project based around specific examples
of archaeological material remains (coins,
potsherds, terracotta lamps, roof tile fragment,
metal fibulae).

19th and 20th centuries. Given the breadth of
the content of the course, the act of writing to
understand – and, in writing, to create one’s
own intellectual biography – forms a core
component at every stage.
The focus is on material central to the
modern Western experience, irrespective of
socio-political or aesthetic affiliation. Ideas
play the major role, but social phenomena,
pieces of literature, artworks and musical
compositions also feature. Beginning with
two framing texts on the topic of vector, The
Communist Manifesto and Fukuyama’s The
End of History, the course then launched into
Renaissance historiography and literature and
went on from there. In Terms II and III, the
course will move through the Reformation,
the Baroque and Classical periods, the
Enlightenment, and conclude with the
Romantic and Postmodern movements of
the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. A
recurrent theme throughout all period is
engagement with The Other in European and
North American thought.

“The boys in the course
are learning about the
theoretical basis of
spectroscopy including
the fundamentals of
quantum mechanics,
electromagnetic radiation
and solid materials.”

The Western Arc
Knowledge at school tends to be quite
compartmentalised. Rather than part of
a grand narrative, it is often presented in
isolated chunks, without chronology or
cultural context. This makes rich and nuanced
understanding hard to achieve, and it can
leave important questions unresolved. Where
did this idea come from? How did this event
come about? What shaped this historical
figure? The Western Arc: Six Centuries in
Three Terms aims to provide some of that
missing perspective, with a central focus on
the concept of “vector”: Dr Vines riffed on
this theme in the context of contemporary
popular music in a stimulating and engaging
talk in Assembly in Term I.
Like much of Grammar’s curriculum, The
Western Arc is based on modern Western
European and North American thought and
the course provides context for content
across a wide range of other subjects and
disciplines, including the humanities, social
sciences, and natural sciences. To create
an appropriate sense of chronology and
teleology, The Western Arc is organised as a
timeline: Term I covered the 15th and 16th
century, Term II is focused on the 17th and
18th centuries, and Term III will arrive at the
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The enduring legacy of the Shed
Master of the Boatshed, Dr Stephen Tong, tells us how the proud tradition of
this Grammar institution is being fostered among a new generation.

“But more than the
physical facilities
available at
Gladesville, or even
the institutional
support given to the
rowing programme, it
is the boys themselves
who make the Shed a
special community.”

Grammar has a proud history of rowing. With
the second most Head of the River victories
in the 128-year history of the AAGPS, the
Grammar Boatshed has produced a number of
Olympians and Australian representatives, in
addition to crew members of the famous varsity
races between Cambridge and Oxford in the
UK, and the Ivy League Schools in the USA.
This legacy provides a strong cultural
foundation for the Shed and continues to
inspire the current crop of Grammar rowers.
The 170 boys currently in the Shed reflect
the high interest that rowing has within the
School community. One sign of this is in the
retention of Sixth Form rowers. Four years
ago, when I joined the staff, there were three
Sixth Formers in the Shed. This number
increased to six in 2019 and swelled to
sixteen in 2020. This year there were thirteen.
The level of commitment required to compete
against the other GPS schools is intense. Yet
incredibly, our rowers manage to balance
their time studying, training, playing music,
and serving the community through the Cadet
Corps, in addition to a whole raft of other
accomplishments simultaneously.

Year 10 VIIIs coming off the water at the Shed, Gladesville
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At the other end of the spectrum, we have
introduced a ‘learn to row’ programme for
First Formers in their first term of summer
sport at College Street. By welcoming this crop
of boys, we have been able to get on the front
foot and help establish the tone and direction
of the Shed at the earliest possible time.
Another new initiative this season has
been to introduce specialist training for our
senior coxswains. Michael Hart (OS 2002)
delivered targeted workshops on using the
voice as an instrument for inspiration and
leadership in training and races. This training
was well received and we look forward to
taking it further in the coming seasons.
Of course, rowing is only one sport within
a plethora of options available at Grammar.
Boys are drawn to the Shed for a variety of
reasons – dreams of emulating former glories
(such as the First VIII victory in 2011), the
opportunity to regularly compete against
crews from across the state, becoming
supremely fit, developing the self-discipline
inherent to rowing, the camaraderie of the
Shed, the famous barbecues on a Saturday
morning…

It is for all these reasons that the Shed is in
a healthy shape. But more than the physical
facilities available at Gladesville, or even
the institutional support given to the rowing
programme, it is the boys themselves who
make the Shed a special community.
Perhaps the clearest example of this was
the emotional reception the First VIII received
from their fellow rowers at the conclusion
of the Head of the River. Having recorded a
time that would have won the 2020 race by
a boat length, this year’s crew were placed
sixth – a mere 2.5 seconds behind Shore,
who came second. There was not a dry eye
in the Grammar crowd as the crew took
their boat off the water. This scene captured
the emotional investment of all rowers who
don the black zoot suit. Despite the result,
it was inspiring to see the Shed united in
this moment of collective congratulation and
commiseration.
This was not the end for the First VIII,
however. They were fortunate enough
to compete at the National Rowing
Championships at Lake Barrington, Tasmania,
in March. The crew finished a close fourth

in the B Final (from a wider field of sixteen),
having picked up an injury in their heat. On
the whole, this was a valuable experience
for our boys. They enjoyed the interactions
with fellow competitors from across Australia,
especially the boys and girls from Launceston
Grammar who had generously loaned us their
boat for the regatta.
A pleasantly surprising aspect about the
regatta was running into a number of Old
Sydneians. Ryan Gibson (OS 2020), Henry
Blackwell (OS 2020), Lucas Hempton (OS
2018) and Andrew Brown (OS 2014) were all
competing for various clubs. Tony Wimble (OS
1961), a stalwart of the rowing association in
Australia, was one of the race officials. And Liam
James (OS 2003) was also there as a coach of a
Para Rowing crew with Balmain Rowing Club.
These interactions go to show that the
bonds forged in blood and sweat on the
Parramatta River endure for a lifetime. They
also help to remind us that our individual
effort makes a significant contribution to a
much broader family, even if we do not fully
understand that sense of belonging until well
after we have left School.

Above: Head of the River send off, Middle Playground
Below: First VIII with Mr Michael Smith, Dr Stephen
Tong, and Mr Allan Philips on the pontoon
at the Nationals

Year 10 VIIIs early morning training, Parramatta River
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Athletics
Mr Jarrod Egan reports on the highly competitive and successful
Sydney Grammar School Athletics Championships at Weigall in March.
The 147th Sydney Grammar School Athletics
Championships was held at Weigall on Thursday
25 March. At the end of a week with over 330
mm of rain, we were presented with a perfect
autumn day and a fast and dry running track.
Standout performers included Age
Champions Myles Kapoor (I) U13, Callum
Cheung (II) U14, Sam Davis (III) U15, Bo
Baffsky (IV) U16 and Matthew Wahby (V)
U17. The Open age group title was shared by
middle distance runners Rory Wylie (VI) and
Luc Jeffriess (VI). No records were broken,
although Callum Cheung (II) went very close
in the U14 200m.
One of the highlight events of the day was
the U13 High Jump, which saw Dexter Staley (I)
and Andrew Rae (I) fight it out jump for jump.
They eventually tied for first place, both clearing
1.60m. The high jump area was the scene of
another epic contest, with Sachin Absolum
(V) and Hunter Folkes (V) jumping 1.90m and
1.95m, respectively, in the U17 championship.
Grammar has a strong middle-distance
pedigree and the U17 800m event was
decided by one second with Bradley Chan
(V) just pipping Jack Davis (V) on the line.
The same two boys placed first and second in
the 1500m and will no doubt have more close
battles during the GPS season.
The Grammar Gift was highly entertaining,
as always. Thank you to all Form VI boys and
Prefects for your creative costumes, which
included a T-Rex and a fully-kitted batsman!
Thanks also to Dr Rollo Hesketh, Ms Briana
Rutter and Mr Anthony Chen for competing,
and congratulations to Dr Robert Loeffel for
his exciting come-from-behind victory.
The day ultimately belonged to SGN
House, taking out the Championships with an
impressive display of teamwork and competitive
spirit. For the School, overall, the strong results
across all age groups point toward an exciting
GPS Athletics season in 2021.
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Reaching new heights
Below: House work is never easy

Left: The House relay hotly contested for
valuable points
SGN House wins the Athletics Championships

Trailblazers at St Ives
Mr Matthew Crerar reports on an innovative leadership programme that is
helping to shape boys’ characters through practical service to others.

“To educate a man in mind
and not in morals is to
educate a menace to society.”
Theodore Roosevelt

The role of parents and teachers in education
cannot be understated. The intellectual,
emotional and social development of our
boys relies heavily on the loving instruction
and guidance provided by the adults in their
lives. One would hardly argue that schools
educate the mind alone with no consideration
of morals. However, the 26th President of the
United States raised a valid point: “intelligence
without character is troublesome.”
Masters have a responsibility to guide
and mould both the boys’ intellect and
their character. Partnering with parents, we
can help them develop into adults who
make a positive contribution to society.
The Trailblazers Leadership Programme at
St Ives Preparatory is one small step in this
development.
It is all too easy to view leadership as
a position, title, or simply the exertion of
power. The Trailblazers Programme reframes
leadership as that of service. That is, leading
by taking initiative to help make a difference
in the lives of others. Launched in Term I,
the Year 6 boys were challenged to identify
areas of need both at home and at school.
They planned a course of action, committed
to a timeframe, and then met that need
through service.
During the year we have seen Year 6 boys
assist the young children in the playground,
monitor the school recycling programme,
organise lunchtime
clubs, care for the school
gardens, and take initiative
in many other ways. The
enthusiasm with which
the boys have participated
in the programme, and
the joy it has brought to
many, has been a pleasure
to witness.
It is our hope that these
young men will develop,
into outstanding men of
character. Men with a kind
and generous disposition.
Men who put the needs of
others before their own.

Top: Ryan Jamil, Sam Kerwick
and Adam Esbrand-Chojecki
look after the Science Garden
Far Left: Roderick Shen
and Raymond Zhang
Take Charge of the Flags
Left: Louis Van and
Ryan Priddle ensure rubbish
is disposed of properly
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Sydney Grammar School and the
Second World War
History master Dr Matthew Glozier’s research
on Old Sydneians and the Second World
War continues. Included below are the brief
listings for surnames beginning with L. The
project aims to tell the story of Old Sydneians
who participated in the Second World War.
The following nominal roll represents
the seventh instalment of research into OS
participants based on (a) The Sydneian list
(No. 317, May 1946); (b) the School’s Liber
Nominum; (c) Australian military sources
(including the Australian War Memorial
and websites hosted by the Department of
Veterans’ Affairs.
Dr Glozier’s initial aim
is to research and record
a definitive list of all OS
participants. If readers have
any information about OS in
WWII, Dr Glozier is keen to
hear from you. Please write to
mrg@sydgram.nsw.edu.au.

Above: A school book belonging to
Roslyn Downs Leake, (known as Ross
or Nippy), showing his sketches of
aircraft. He was killed in action in a
flying battle, 4 November 1944
Left: Lieutenant John Weir Lindsay
(OS 1938), who served in the Army
from 1940 to 1946
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L Surnames
The information contained in the following list includes: Surname / Service Number / Rank /
Forename(s) / Armed Service / OS dates. + died in service / * served in WWI (1914 – 18) /
# served in the Boer War (1899 – 1902).
L’ESTRANGE, NX8469 PTE
Walter Richard ARMY (1927-31)
LAIRD, 32280 CPL Lachlan
Campbell RAAF (1917-18)
LAMB, NX55914 GNR Alan
Hartley ARMY (1921-5)
LAMB, NGX96 WO2 John
Robert Arthur ARMY (1919-24)
LAMB, SX4877 SGT Kenneth
McAlpine ARMY (1930-2)
+LAMB, NX11874 PTE Ronald
Gordon ARMY (1924-6)
LAMBERT, 444417 AC Evered
Geddes Arundel RAAF
(1929-33)
LAMBERT, NX24846 SGT Frank
Ormonde Arundel ARMY
(1930-4)
LAMBETH, NX115217 PTE /
428970 LAC Kenneth John
ARMY / RAAF (1936-7)
LAMPLOUGH, NX103981 CAPT
Robert Henry James ARMY
(1928-32)
LAMROCK, N323538 PTE Clive
James ARMY (1918-24)
LAMROCK, N472640 PTE John
ARMY (1937-41)
LAMROCK, NX47805 LT Nigel
William ARMY (1933-4)
LANCASTER, NX145901 SGT
Allan Sherman ARMY (1930-2)
LANDS, S/4402 LEUT Stanley
George RAN (1934-7)
LANE, N/A SBLT Edward Arthur
RAN (1938-9)
LANE, NX207876 PTE Frederick
Claude Vivian ARMY (1924-6)
LANE, 164342 LAC George
Douglas RAAF (1938-42)
LANE, NX33553 GNR Kenneth
Bruce ARMY (1930-2)
LANE, NX176295 CAPT
Raymond Mervyn ARMY
(1934-5)
LANGDON, NX129610 CAPT
Roderick Scott ARMY (1923-9)
LANGDON, NX141052 WO2
William Lawrence ARMY
(1920-5)
LANGFORD, NX119325 CAPT
Harry Bruce ARMY (1931-2)
LANGMUIR, N217608 SPR Ivan
Alfred ARMY (1928-31)
LANGWELL, NX25342 GNR
Alan ARMY (1916-20)
LANGWELL, NX69868 GNR
Ronald ARMY (1916-22)
LANSBURY, 3M Oscar Manlio
MN (1936-8)
LANSER, NX52786 GNR Basil
Edward ARMY (1919-22)
LARBALESTIER, 69841 LAC
Kinley RAAF (1915-18)

LARKIN, NX24122 LSGT Patrick
Ryan ARMY (1919-21)
LARNACH, NX17740 PTE Jack
Mudie ARMY (1918-20)
+LASKER, NX50826 LSGT Jack
Lewis ARMY (1927-30)
LASKER, NX100350 BDR Noel
Emmanuel ARMY (1930-5)
LATHAM, NX105995 LT Leslie
Vivian ARMY (1930-3)
LATIMER, 421342 AC William
Fleming “Bill” RAAF (1934-6)
LAUCHLAN, NX38595 LT Allan
Lawrence ARMY (1933-7)
LAUCHLAN, N482581 CPL John
Charles ARMY (1938-43)
*LAVENDER, N161876 ?? Roy
Augustus ARMY (1910-13)
LAVETT, PM8006 LEUT John
Leslie RAN (1938)
LAW, O215079 FLGOFF Eric
Aubrey RAAF (1936-8)
+LAW, 222064 LT Sidney James
“Jim” BRITISH ARMY (1929-30)
LAWLER, NX143631 CPL James
Brian Lloyd ARMY (1938-41)
+LAWRENCE, 422081 SGT
Gregory Carlisle RAAF (1937-9)
LAWSON, 13643 FLGOFF
Robert Simpson RAAF (1932-3)
LAYTON, NX43244 S/SGT
George William ARMY (1923-8)
LAYTON, 412980 FLTLT Noel
Stacey Acres RAAF (1922-5)
LAYTON, N225610 GNR
William Deane ARMY (1920-1)
LEAKE, V402576 LCPL Louis
Fleming ARMY (1915-17)
+LEAKE, 424422 FLGOFF
Roslyn Downs RAAF (1936-9)
LEAL, NX45478 LSGT Edward
Gilbert ARMY (1916)
LE BRETON, S2579 SUP ASST
Leslie Marie RAN (1930)
LE BRUN, N323572 LT John
Greve (Johan Grive) ARMY
(1909)
LEE, NX202248 CAPT Charles
William Garnock ARMY
(1922-4)
LEE, 267793 FLTLT Eric Bruce
RAAF (1936-8)
LEE, 266050 SQNLDR Ernest
William RAAF (1930-5)
LEE, 403350 FLTLT George
Arthur RAAF (1924-9)
LEE, N350108 PTE Gerald James
ARMY (1927)
LEE, NX13704 CPL Gordon
John ARMY (1922-4)
LEE, 37487 LAC Ivan Gladstone
Harvey RAAF (1922-3)
+LEE, 403363 PLTOFF John
Gordon RAAF (1934-8)

LEE, QX45115 CAPT Milton
Raymond ARMY (1925-30)
LEE, NX130584 LT Robert
Gordon ARMY (1935-6)
LEE, 72607 LAC Ronald Morrow
RAAF (1938-41)
LEE-SMITH, NX81680 S/SGT
Harry Sidney ARMY (1931-7)
LEE-SMITH, ?? LCDR Robert
Morrison “Digger” RNVR
(1926-32)
LEES, NX141625 SPR James
Linthwaite ARMY (1937-9)
LEES, 403762 FLTLT John
Llewellyn Grafton RAAF
(1933-5)
+LEES, 55293 FLGOFF Samuel
Edward RAAF (1932-4)
LEESE, NX31906 SGT Cyril John
(Jack) ARMY (1916-18)
LEGGE, NX204313 PTE Brian
Sinclair ARMY (1940-2)
*LENNARTZ, N257528 SGT
Allan Ewart ARMY (1914-15)
LENTHALL, S/8276 SBLT
Edmund Terry “Ned” RAN
(1935-40)
LENTHALL, NX79560 PTE
Kyffin Arundel “Nip” ARMY
(1929-34)
LEPLASTRIER, VX80914 MAJ
John Stanley ARMY (1918-23)
LESNIE, NX86020 CPL Allan
ARMY (1935-9)
+LESNIE, NX65478 WO2
Norman Moss George ARMY
(1926-30)
LETHBRIDGE, N103715 LT John
King ARMY (1914-16)
LEVICK, 96417 LTCOL Dr
Claude Blaxland, OBE (MID)
BRITISH ARMY (1909-14)
LEVIDO, 443781 FSGT Arthur
Edward RAAF (1938-42)
LEVY, 262015 SQNLDR Douglas
Alexander RAAF (1908-13)
LEVY, NX86286 SGT Jacob
Lewis ARMY (1923-8)
LEVY, NX128533 GNR John
Francis ARMY (1937)
LEVY, TX14791 SGT Joseph
Neville ARMY (1924-5)
LEVY, NX54831 WO2 Patrick
Reginald ARMY (1914-16)
LIANOS, N229366 PTE Emanuel
ARMY (1917-18)
LIBOW, NX109603 PTE Leonard
ARMY (1935-6)
LIEVAIN, N75264 S/SGT Gaston
Michael M. ARMY (1912-13)
LIGHT, NX203344 CPL Allan
Stanley ARMY (1938-42)
LIGHT, 420689 FLGOFF Cecil
Eade RAAF (1924-8)

LILLEY, 422962 WOFF Leonard
Bruce RAAF (1940)
LILLY, 43006 LAC Brian
Hearson RAAF (1927-8)
LINCEY, N49332 BDR Maxwell
Nalton ARMY (1927-8)
LINDEMAN, 37302WGCDR
Grant Moore, DFC, OBE (MID)
RAF (1927-32)
LINDEMAN, NX816 WO2
Yelverton Sidney ARMY
(1920-2)
LINDSAY, NX28237 LT John
Weir ARMY (1940-6)
LINDSAY, 403351 FLTLT Stanley
Arthur RAAF (1930-5)
*LINDSEY, NX31147 S/SGT
Bruce ARMY (1911-14)
LINEY, 420690 FSGT Robert
Elias RAAF (1938)
LIPMAN, 20050 FLGOFF Trevor
Abraham RAAF (1931-2)
LIPMAN, NX153615 SIG Robert
Allen ARMY (1938-9)
LISTER, 402512 WOFF Frank
Kendall RAAF (1932-7)
LISTER, NX123728 SGT John
Ross ARMY (1922-4)
LISTER, NX110595 MAJ Peter
Francis ARMY (1930)
LITTLE, 440198 FLGOFF Ross
Keith RAAF (1938-41)
+LITTLEJOHN, 3552 PLTOFF
Thomas Orsmond RAAF
(1916-21)
LITTLER, 21740 FLGOFF Alister
Geoffrey RAAF (1925)
LITTLER, 402513 SQNLDR
Lauriston Charles RAAF
(1925-7)
LIVINGSTON, N/A LCDR Eric
Walton, DSC RAN (1917-19)
LLEWELLYN, 64409 LAC
Richard Lloyd RAAF (1936-41)
LLEWELYN, 73090 LAC Harold
Geoffrey RAAF (1932)
LLOYD, NX100084 COL Alan
Stredwick ARMY (1901-8)
LLOYD, N469525 GNR Keith
Ronald ARMY (1929-32)
LLOYD, NX116742 GNR Ronald
Arthur ARMY (1929-31)
LOBBAN, N281654 CAPT Jasper
Alexander ARMY (1921-5)
+LOCKLEY, 411154 PLTOFF
Albert James Verdun RAAF
(1932-3)
LOCKLEY, NX149936 S/SGT
John Bruce ARMY (1930-2)
LOCKLEY, NX73439 SGT
Norman Gilmour ARMY
(1923-5)
LOEWENTHAL, NX70261 MAJ
John Isaacs ARMY (1926-31)

LOFBERG, 34010 WOFF Oscar
Edward RAAF (1924-9)
#*LOGAN, N75895 LTCOL
Marcus William ARMY (1884-??)
LONGWORTH, NX28439 CPL
Norman Septimus ARMY
(1914-15)
LORKING, NX60078 LT
Douglas Alfred ARMY (1920-1)
LOUDEN, N273018 CPL Hugh
Douglas ARMY (1928-33)
LOUDON, NX12501 CAPT
Robert Briton ARMY (1915-20)
LOUGH, NX23287 SGT Edgar
Carlisle ARMY (1927-30)
LOUND, NX34116 PTE Herbert
Arthur ARMY (1926-7)
LOUND, QX39534 PTE Wesley
Edgar ARMY (1922-4)
LOVE, 161395 LAC James Bryan
Clarke RAAF (1940-3)
LOVELL, 3783 FSGT Robert
Campbell RAAF (1922-5)
LOWE, 165362 LAC Clifford
RAAF (1939-41)
LOWE, NX18732 BDR Douglas
Haig ARMY (1937)
LOWE, NX88220 CPL Stephen
ARMY (1919)
LOXTON, ?? MAJ Dr John
Cameron, MB, FRCS BRITISH
ARMY (1923-7)
LUCAS, NX39307 CPL John
Hassall ARMY (1922-4)
LUCAS, NX79952 CPL Lancelot
Edgecombe ARMY (1918-22)
LUCAS, NX85906 SGT Stanley
Tasman ARMY (1926-9)
LUDOWICI, N171428 GNR
David “Bill” ARMY (1935-41)
LUDOWICI, N172844 SPR
Edward Charles ARMY (1934-8)
LUDOWICI, N103825 PTE
Henry James ARMY (19??-15)
LUDOWICI, N172582 LBDR
Reginald Edward ARMY
(1914-21)
LUMSDEN, NX126547 SGT
Harold Percy ARMY (1929-34)
LYONS, S/10149 AB Hamish
Malcolm Cameron RAN
(1940-4)
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Old Sydneians at Royal Prince Alfred
Many Old Sydneians are attracted to the medical profession and a large number
currently work at Royal Prince Alfred Hospital (RPA) at Camperdown.
Below is a list of Old Sydneians who are
working at Royal Prince Alfred Hospital
(RPA). We acknowledge the contribution they
make helping others. The year signifies when
they left Grammar.
1962: Prof. Phillip Harris AM (Cardiology)
1969: Dr David Sullivan (Pathology)
1970: Dr Paul Stalley AM (Orthopaedics)
1973: Dr Roger Traill (Anaesthetics), Prof.
Richmond Jeremy (Cardiology)
1975: Associate Prof. Philip Beale (Oncology)
1978: Prof. David Celermajer AO (Cardiology),
Prof. Michael Boyer AM (Oncology)
1979: Prof. James Kench (Pathology), Prof.
John Rasko AO (Haematology)
1980: Dr Tim Green (Senior Staff Specialist,
Emergency Department, Clinical Senior
Lecturer, Sydney Medical School,
University of Sydney)
1981: Dr Raf Ghabrial (Opthalmology)
1984: Dr Arj Ananda (ENT)
1993: Dr Sanjeev Gupta (Orthopaedics), Dr
Jonathan Kong (ENT), Assoc. Prof.
Sanjay Patel (Cardiology)
1995: Dr David Yeo (Surgery)
2000: Dr Andrew Colebatch (Pathology), Dr
Daniel Franks (Orthopaedics), Dr Matt
Ho (Anaesthetics)
2006: Dr Alexander McCarthy (Surgical SRMO)
2007: Dr Nick Malouf (Rheumatology
Advanced Trainee)
2008: Dr Chris Harris (Surgical registrar),
Dr David Manser (Neurology Advance
Trainee)
2009: Dr Dennis Neuen (Medical Registrar)
2010: Dr Chris Watson (Junior Medical Officer),
Dr James Bergfield (ICU Registrar), Dr
Paul Wilcox (Orthopaedic SRMO)
2011: Dr Frank Dorrian (Radiology Registrar)

Top: A/Prof Paul Stalley (OS 1970) and
Dr Sanjeev Gupta (OS 1993)
Above: Dr Chris Harris (OS 2008) in surgery
Right: Dr Chris Harris serving in outback
Northern Territory
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The Orthopaedic Department at RPA is
well represented by Old Sydneians.
A/Prof Paul Stalley has set the benchmark for
the practice of Bone Tumour and Sarcoma
surgery nationwide. He has pioneered many
techniques for sarcomas, resulting in limb
salvage and life preservation. Dr Sanjeev
Gupta joined the Department in 2009 and
is now one of the lead Orthopaedic Trauma
Surgeons at RPA and specialises in primary
and revision joint replacements, including
robotics. Dr Daniel Franks is the most recent
appointment, after spending many years
studying under A/Prof Paul Stalley. He now
has a special interest in 3D reconstructions of
complex pelvic tumours.
Dr Christopher Harris is a general surgery
trainee in RPA Hospital’s training network
and here gives some insight into the
variety of experiences involved in this role.
“General Surgery encompasses a wide range
of surgical subspecialties including Upper
Gastrointestinal, Colorectal, Head and Neck,
Breast, Surgical Oncology and Transplant
Surgery. It also involves management of
acute surgical emergencies ranging from
appendicitis and soft tissue infections to
major multi-system traumas. I have been
fortunate to care for patients within this
broad scope in the tertiary metropolitan
centres of RPA and the Chris O’Brien
Lifehouse cancer centre. I have also
been privileged to work at the Network’s
peripheral and rural hospitals including
Alice Springs Hospital and Royal Darwin
Hospital, where I am currently seconded.
My training in the Northern Territory
has enlightened me to the health-related
inequities facing Indigenous Australians
and the importance of genuine cultural
awareness and sensitivity when treating
any patient.”

Contributing to global health
Dr Matthew Ho (OS 2001) shares some remarkable experiences in Rwanda and the Philippines,
where he was able to pass on his expertise as an anaesthetist to local health professionals.
I had always wanted to be a doctor – a
choice driven by the vague altruism of an
impressionable seventeen year old. Hence I
thought my career was nicely planned when I
commenced medicine at the University of New
South Wales, but it took another five years
to find my calling through a medical elective
in the Philippines. Humbled by the gratitude
of the materially poor, and moved by their
suffering, I promised to come back regularly.
After graduating in 2007, I embraced
the long path of specialist anaesthesia
training and gravitated towards regional
anaesthesia – numbing specific body parts
for surgery (without general anaesthesia).
After completion in 2014, I embarked on my
dream training opportunity – a fellowship in
Global Health Anaesthesia in Halifax, Canada
2015-16. Through this, my young family and I
took two mission trips to Kigali, Rwanda – a
country with fourteen anaesthetists serving
twelve million people! This profoundly
changed my philosophy in global health.
Rather than focusing on anaesthetising one
patient at a time, I learned how to ‘train
the trainers’ and helped establish
educational systems in Rwanda that
would continue when I left and
expand into the future. Together with
my Rwandan colleagues, we set up
the country’s first regional anaesthesia
service, which is still growing today.
We returned to Sydney in 2017,
where I commenced as an anaesthetist
at Royal Prince Alfred Hospital
– focusing on teaching regional
anaesthesia and building capacity for
global health opportunities among
our trainees. In 2018, twelve years
after my medical elective, I finally
fulfilled my promise of returning to
the Philippines on a mission trip –
travelling to the northern province of
Ifugao, to work with a reconstructive
plastic surgeon and teach the local doctors
some basic regional anaesthesia. The poverty
and scarcity of healthcare were several-fold
worse than Manila – yet the people were
just as resilient and warm. I was hooked and
committed to return annually.
Then in July 2018, my wife Charrisa and I
welcomed triplet girls (Rachel, Lexi, Kristin)
which gave us six children under six! As a
result, my travel ban started eighteen months
before the rest of the world, and I decided
to step back from overseas missions for this
season of life. Yet, the initial phases of the
COVID-19 pandemic were strikingly similar
to my mission trips – foreign environment,
scarcity of resources and a dedicated

“My journey is a
testimony that immersive
learning experiences
are more important than
pursuing concrete goals.”

Above: Anaesthetising in Ifugao,
Philippines; and Matthew and
Charissa’s six children

frontline team working together in stressful
circumstances. All my global health training
(simulation scenarios, knowledge translation,
leadership) was drawn on to be a useful
member of my public health departments.
Other local opportunities arose and I now
work with Griffith Aboriginal Medical Service
several times a year.
My journey is a testimony that immersive
learning experiences are more important
than pursuing concrete goals. Though my
aspirations were at times derailed by various
circumstances, my skills were transferrable,
and opened up amazing opportunities in
both my professional and family life. I’m
thankful to Grammar for instilling this in me
and many others.

Above: Teaching and performing a complex
procedure in Kigali, Rwanda; and teaching
regional anaesthesia to local doctors in
Ifugao, Philippines
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POSTCARDS
We hear from Old Sydneians making their mark at home and abroad.

Ajai Vishwanath (OS 2010)
Painter and Filmmaker, NYU Tisch
Graduate Film School, New York, USA

Above: ‘The Procera
Principle’ aims to plant
one million trees

Guy Brennan (OS 1996)
Founder of Procera African Juniper Gin,
Africa
After initially working in micro-finance in
Congo and founding a Private Equity fund in
Kenya, Guy Brennan (OS 1996) established
the successful Procera African Juniper Gin.
The inspiration came when he noticed on
the label of a bottle of gin that most of the
ingredients were from Africa. This prompted
the question: “why can’t we make our own
gin here in Africa?”
With the help of Roger Jorgensen, one of
the greatest African distillers, it was officially
launched in 2018. Distilled with fresh African
juniper in Nairobi Kenya, at 1638 metres
above sea level, Procera Blue Dot has won
three consecutive gold medals at the San
Francisco World Spirits Competition and
scored 96 points in London’s IWSC, the holy
grails of global spirits blind tastings. In the
just released 2021 SFWSC Procera’s Limited
Edition Red and Green Dot both received
double gold medals.
The Red dot is a Negroni gin with 5
African peppers and 5 umami elements
including Kenyan tea, oyster shells, seaweed,
myrrh and mukombero. The Green dot is
truly revolutionary having only botanicals
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from one plant, the African Juniperus Procera.
The botanicals are the berries dried and fresh,
the fresh leaves and the wood toasted light,
medium and dark. The bottle and stopper are
made by local, skilled artisans.
Guy is now developing a new product
called Africa 55, which he hopes will
help change people’s perception of his
adopted continent as a place of ‘disease and
corruption’. He wants people to see that
Africa can make products that are among
the best in the world and to understand why
Africans are generally happier than people
living in countries with higher GDPs. Guy
says, ‘Africa 55 will showcase one botanical
from each African country while giving
money back to local communities.’
Procera has also created a social enterprise
called “The Procera Principle” with the goal
to replant 1 million Juniperus Procera trees
across the highlands of Kenya where they
used to cover the entire landscape. In the
future the local communities will also receive
revenue from the berries these trees produce
creating a win-win-win for the communities,
the environment and the consumer.

From early on I was obsessed with painting
and filmmaking but always considered them
just hobbies. In spite of that, I constantly
found myself in Grammar’s art rooms. I
remember being asked if I planned on being
an artist after school.
After Grammar, I spent one semester at
the University of Sydney studying law but
left to accept a scholarship at the University
of Pennsylvania. Again, I started on a more
academic path, but ended up in the art
building. After graduating, I moved to San
Francisco, where I showed my first solo
exhibition and directed my first short film,
which won me a scholarship to NYU Tisch’s
Graduate Film School. At Tisch, I have had
the opportunity to study under Spike Lee,
develop an animated short guided by one
of the founders of Pixar and develop two
feature films and a television series.
If someone had told me I would be doing
this when I was at school, I would have
laughed them away. I was on a means-tested
scholarship to attend Grammar and knowing
how lucky I was to be there came with a
belief that more academically-minded pursuits
should always be my priority. It took me
years to decide that this doesn’t necessarily
have to be the case. I hope those of you who
are also unsure about what to do after school
can give your hobbies a chance.

Glen Coates (OS 1999)
Vice-President of Product, Shopify,
New York, USA

Michael Elmgreen (OS 2001)
Senior Product Lead at Shopify,
New York, USA

Neomal Silva (OS 1991)
Management Consultant and Stress
Management Expert, Melbourne/Sydney
In 1998, en route to Paris after accepting a
project with a multinational client, I tried to
recall my high school French – all of it, any
of it – from my time at Grammar: “Je voudrais
acheter une baguette, s’il vous plaît” (“I would
like to buy a baguette, please”). That was it!
My Grammar education had nourished me
at College Street… and it would help nourish
me in Paris, moreover. Who said a liberal
education isn’t practical? I went to Europe
for twelve months. I returned twenty years
later. None of it was planned. But my time at
Grammar informed it.
Decent at maths, I studied electrical/
biomedical engineering at the Univeristy of
New South Wales and received a Distinction
for my thesis on neuroimaging. Exposure to
Grammar’s broad mix of pupils – culturally
diverse, with varying interests – gave me the
‘soft skills’ to build relationships with a slew of
clients in a dozen different European countries.
The Grammar Philosophy Club sowed an
interest that culminated in my Master’s degree
in legal and political theory with Distinction
from University College London and further
research in political theory at Oxford
University. I was part of an undergraduate
admissions panel for Oxford’s history and
politics degree and I taught critical thinking,
debating and public speaking to adolescents
at Oxford summer schools.
But the academic pressure I placed on myself
at Grammar saw me learn Vedic Meditation,
which I have practised daily for over twentyseven years. I now teach it to executives
and corporate clients (alongside my ongoing
management/telecommunications consultancy
work), and I run neuroscience-informed seminars
on how executives and pupils can sleep better,
procrastinate less and optimise performance.

Glen and I met at a Surfing Club trip to Seal
Rocks run by Grammar master Mark DavidTooze back in 1998. We became friends
through a shared love of music, playing
in Vlad Khusid’s OS Alumni Big Band and
working Sydney nightclubs as DJs. Glen
studied computer science at the University of
New South Wales and I did business and law
at University of Technology Sydney.
In 2007, I moved to New York City to
work at Microsoft and Glen had moved to
San Diego to run the US operations of a
reusable eco-bag company, also started by Mr
David-Tooze and his wife.
On the back of Glen’s experience, we
founded Handshake in New York City in
2011 and focused on making it easier for
brands and distributors to sell wholesale both
online and in-person using our eCommerce
software.
We went through the ringer together over
the next eight years, raising $30m in venture
capital, making tons of mistakes and learning
so much about building the business. In
2019, we were acquired by Shopify. Glen
now serves as VP of Product, and I am a
senior lead on the Checkout team (Glen’s still
my boss!).
We have so much to thank Grammar for.
We’ve often reflected that the intellectual
challenge and grit required to get through
school at Grammar has gotten us through
many hard times. The School brought us
together and made us who we are.
We promised that, when we started
Handshake, we wouldn’t let it ruin our lifelong friendship. twenty-three years later...we
have a surf trip planned for next weekend!

Alex Macfarlan (OS 2005)
Economic Development Manager,
Guatemala
I feel lucky to have had the privilege of
growing up in Sydney and getting a Grammar
education, yet I always felt that I wanted a
different kind of life to most of my mates.
After graduating, I backpacked around
the world for a year (something I’d highly
recommend to any Grammar boy). Travelling
and working in communities less fortunate
than the Eastern Suburbs opened my eyes to
how most of the world lived. Then studying
political economy at the University of Sydney
gave a structure to those feelings which has
continued to guide me.
I travelled at every opportunity during
university, then saved up and moved
to Guatemala to work on community
development for NGOs. My most recent
role was as Program Director of the Amigos
de Santa Cruz Foundation. For four years,
I managed around sixty local staff and
helped implement a variety of education and
economic development programs in Mayan
communities. In my almost ten years in
Guatemala, I’ve found work that I love, made
great mates, started several businesses and so
much more.
I recently left the NGO sector to start my
own company, Albedo Capital, that finances
solar panel installations for Guatemalan
businesses – reducing their costs and helping
fight climate change. Despite ending up in a
very different place to where I grew up and
doing very different work to many of my
mates, I’m happy and feel like I’m working
toward making the world a slightly more
equitable place.

L-R: Glen Coates and Michael Elmgreen
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THE TIES THAT BIND
Old Sydneians reunite and rekindle their friendships, forged
during their school years.

Anzac Day Assembly
Our Annual Anzac Day Assembly and Lunch took place in Big School on Friday 30 April.
The guest speaker at the Assembly was Air Commodore Robert Brown AM (OS 1967),
who celebrated 100 years of the Australian Air Force by addressing the Headmaster, Form
IV boys, staff and Old Sydneians. An enjoyable lunch followed in the Alastair Mackerras
Theatre Foyer.
Anzac Assembly and Lunch Attendees Friday 30
April in front of the Big School Honour Board

Mr Leo Sommerich (OS 1952) with Dr Alan
Dearn (Senior Master Academic Engagement
and Research, and History master)

Top: COL Ian Mackay (ret’d) OS 1950-1951
Middle: Mr Ian Burnet (OS 1964) meeting
Dr Richard Malpass (Headmaster)
Above L-R: Mr Bill Grose (OS 1965-1966), Mr Jeffery
Keeler (OS 1964-1965), Mr Malcolm Boyd AM (OS
1965), Mr Rex Chadwick (OS 1965-1966), LTCOL
Colin Dunston RFD (OS 1965) and LTCOL Frank
Windeyer RFD (ret’d) OS 1961-1962
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Australia Day Awards
26 January 2021
Companion (AC) in the General Division of
the Order of Australia

The Hon. Malcolm B Turnbull AC
(OS 1972)
For eminent service to the people and
Parliament of Australia, particularly as Prime
Minister, through significant contributions to
national security, free trade, the environment
and clean energy, innovation, economic
reform and marriage equality, and to business
and philanthropy.
Officer (AO) in the General Division of the
Order of Australia

Prof. Alan H Cass AO (OS 1981)
Back row: Jonty Brener (G), Emile van Schalkwyk (S), Chris Nasser (G), Jed Lusthaus (G), Tom Morrison (S),
Tim McLean (S), Simon Shoebridge (S), James Persson (S), Morgan Wagner (G), Pat Pilton (S), Lachlan McColl (G)
and Alex Burley (G). Middle row: Tim Green (G), Rob Persson (S), Elliott Smith (G) and Andre Bressan (G).
Front Row: Brad Heckenendorf (S), Will Stevens (S), Nick Winstone (S), Phil Irvine (S) and Tim Golding (S)

Jonty Brener batting

For distinguished service to medical
research, particularly to the prevention and
management of chronic kidney disease, to
improved indigenous clinical care and health
outcomes, and as a mentor.
Officer (AM) in the General Division of the
Order of Australia

Dr T Justin Playfair AM (OS 1961)
For significant service to ophthalmology, and
to professional colleges.

Andre Bressan

An enjoyable day on the village green

Cricket day
On a miraculously fine Saturday 13 March, a
team of Grammar Old Boys dusted off their
kit and reunited on a secluded Chater Oval
amongst the gum trees of Mittagong in the
beautiful Southern Highlands. It was to be the
maiden Highlands Cup against the Scots Old
Boys XI.
A cheerful ambience at the oval amongst
both teams, with families and children lining
the pickets, set up a truly memorable day.
The Grammar Old Boys were impressive
in the field early in the two innings game,
with a lively bowling attack from Morgan
Wagner (OS 2014) and spinner Jed Lusthaus
(OS 2000) both taking a handful of wickets.

Scots took advantage of a tiring
Grammar side and put together a few
key partnerships late in the first innings.
The changeover saw early wickets
for Scots however some stoic batting
from Jonty Brener (OS 2020) and Andre
Bressan (OS 2000) kept the game alive.
Despite great spirit in the second innings
from Grammar and a solid knock from
Lachlan McColl (OS 2000), Scots’ all round
performance on the day led to their welldeserved victory.
Many thanks to all the boys and families
for making it such a terrific day. We look
forward to next year’s Highlands Cup.

The trophy

For more news on Old Sydneian events, or to sign
up to the Old Sydneians’ e-Newsletter, emailed
every term, please contact the
School’s Alumni Officer Wendy Scotter on
(02) 9332 5843 or wes@sydgram.nsw.edu.au
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FRONT COVER IMAGE:
Mr Vlad Khusid directing Dr V’s Swing Thing
BACK COVER IMAGE:
Jack Morton (VI) and Aidan Woo (VI)
performing at Grammarpalooza 2021
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